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Most Shocking Story of Stanford White's Villainy and
Crime to Her.
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Engineer Stevens Won't Work
on Canal If Contract Is
Let to Build.
THINKS HE

SCARCELY GIVE

'j

i
After Two Hours Recess Was
en Till This Afternoon
by Court.

Tak-

New York, Feb. 7. Mrs.
Evelyn
N'esblt Thaw was the first witness today in the Thaw murder trial. She

told of the dinner at Cafe Martin, the
evening of June 25, with her husband
and Thomas McCaleb and Truxton
Beale. While there she saw Stanford
White enter. She told of writing a
note to Thaw, but when Delmas asked
Its contents Jerome objected upon the
ground that the note Itself was the
best evidence. After they left the
restaurant the party went to the
Madison Square roof garden. Thaw
left her with others for about fifteen
minutes and then returned and remained by her side for about half an
hour. There was nothing unusual in
Thaw's manner and the conversation
was general. The play did not Interest her and she suggested that they
depart.
The account of the shooting which
followed, givm by this witness, was
similar to that already developed.
Questioned in regard to her mar
riage with Thaw, the witness stated
that Thaw proposed to her in June,
1903, in Paris, and at that time
she refused him because of the lnci
dent in her life connected with Stan
ford White.
White and the Mirrored Bedroom.
Mrs. Thaw said she first met White
at a private luncheon In 1901 and
that later White sent her mother to
Pittsburg and then took her to one
of his studios where she dined with
him. Mrs. Thaw told her experience
with White in the mirrored bedroom.
Witness said she drank only one glass
of champagne, which tasted bitter
and she then lost consciousness. When
she regained consciousness she found
herself on a bed In. the mirrored bed'
room. She screamed but he said:
"Its all over." She sat up all night
after he had taken her home. Mrs.
Thaw broke down and cried and
could hardly proceed as she related
her experience with White. Thaw
sat with his face buried in his handkerchief.
Hound Her to Secrecy.
White made Mrs. Thaw promise
she would never tell her mother. He
said it was all right that there was
"nothing so nice as young girls and
nothing so loathesome as fat ones.
You must not get fat." Mrs. Thaw
said the effect of her story on Thnw
was terrible. He sobbed and walked
the floor, and stayed all night sitting
In the room and talking it over with
her.
White Sent Her to School.
The witness said she had been sent
to school in New Jersey in 1902 by
White, became ill there and had to
submit to an operation, the nature of
which the doctors did not tell her.
Thaw came to the hospital to see her
and said she should go abroad to recuperate. She went to Paris with her
mother and Thaw, and it was in Paris that Thaw made his first proposal
of marriage. Mrs. Thaw was on the
stand two hours and her direct testimony was not completed when recess
was taken until this afternoon.
Smart Aleck Is Arrested.
New York, Feb. 7. While the Thaw-jurwas on Its way to court this
morning, a man on the street called
out: "Vote for Thaw." Captain Lynch
of the court police, Immediately ordered the man's arrest and he was arFitzgerald.
raigned before Justice
Captain Lynch attached no importance to the incident, Baying that the
man was simply a "smart nleck.
Lynch does not believe that any of
the Jurors heard the remark.

IMTEO STATES AC'HK
VALVE INCREASING.
Washington, Feb. 7. During the
years 1900 to 1905 the acreage value
of the western states have Increased
to an enormous extent. Wyoming
leads in the percentage of lncrea3j
showing a gain in farm values of 81.3
per cent in the past year; Oklahoma,
70.6;
76.7.; North Dakota,
37.4; Iowa, 29.4; Kansas, 57.4; Nebraska, 54; Misouri, 42; Oregon, 47,
62.
Compare these
l nil Colorado
; eieentages with an average for the
The highest
while country of 32.
i,lue is in Illinois, $81.89 per acre,
though farms are selling in Illinois
Mery day for $150 an acre. Iowa is
nut second, with $69.09 per acre, but
good farms are scarce at such figures. Land is now sought with an
eagernes in the west that seemed Impossible half a decade ago.
Illl-iol-

TRADE IS
STILL INCREASING.
Ottowa. Feb. 7. The customs returns ending with December sho
that the aggregate trade with Canada, for six months was $42,051,776
preater than for the same time of
The total aggregate fur the
1005.
was $321,646,021.
Vast six months
comprising $168,452,301 imports, and
$143,193,720 exports. The exports of
the mines were about the same as
1H05 but the fisheries show a decrease
Animals, and
of about $2,000,000.
their produce, show an Increase de-of
about $760,000, and agriculture a
Manucrease of about $3,000,000.
facturers show an Increase of $400,-00- 0
and forest wealth an Increase

$7.0.00.
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Baird Heirs Want Pay For Ranch
Marshal Cutler Sold Below
Albuquerque In 1863.
Washington,
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He is 57 years GEO. P. PFAFF A hardware dealOSCAR A. riXK Ho is 46, Is mar-ric- d JOS. II. HOVLTON
and married.
TOP ROW.
er. He Is 34 years old and mar- HENRY C. HARNEY Manager of
Is
old,
a
clerk
married.
and
salesman.
a
and
Right.
IiCft
to
(From
ried.
LOWER ROW.
8. DENNKK He Is trafliic
a piano store warehouse. He Is
S. I'RASKll
Ho is 40 JOHN
MALCOLX
(From I eft to Right.)
CHAS H. FECKE Manager or a
agent of the Southern railway. Ho
a married man and Is 55 years
years old, is married, and la emre11.
SMITH, foreman A
of the Cunnrd SteamIs 40 years old, a southerner and PEMING
old.
ployed as a clothing salesman.
ship Co. Ho Is married and Is 37
unmarried.
tired manufacturer of umbrellas.
years old.
HENRY C. RREARLEY Ho Is an
He Is married, and lm served on
He is marC1IAS. D. NEWTON A retired roll-roa- d WILBUR F. STF.F.LE
advertising agent and Is married.
He Is a
juries In murder trials. Is 50 BERNARD GEHSTMAN
ried, 60 years of age and is In the
man. He is 55 years old and
years old.
He Is 36 years old.
manufacturer's agent, 36 years old
manufacturing business.
is married.

IWO STEAMERS

WRECKED ENGINE KILLS
DRIVER AND TWO

CHICAGO

MAKE
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x

PARTY PASSED THROUGH
RAIN ADDS TO SUFFERING
FIFTEEN WOODCUTTERS
DR. SIMPSON CL EARED
BY
OMAHA LAST NIGHT
AVALANCHE
ARE KILLED
OF KINGSTON PEOPLE
OF CHARGE OF MURDER
Chicago, Feb. 7. After battling
hours with Ice and wind
for thirty-si- x
six miles off the mouth of Chicago
harbor, the steamers Racine and Iowa
reached port last night, with a combined list of fifty passengers. They
were rescued by the tug Morford,
which broke the Ice from around the
boats and opened a lane by which
vator and the engine and mall cars they entered the river and discharged
their passengers.
were nearly submerged by grain.
RAIX AI)IS TO SUFFERING
NO TRACE OF SCHOONER
OF PEOPLE IN KINGSTON
COULR BE SEEN TODAY.
Kingston, Feb. 7. Rain has been
Feb. 7. A dispatch
Baltimore,
from Cape Hatteras says that th falling, Increasing the discomfort of
schooner which went ashore on Dia- the earthquake refugees, who are enmond shoals Tuesday night, went to camped In the race track nnd parks.
pieces last night. No trace of the A heavy earthquake shock occurred
vessel could be, seen this morning Tuesday night, lasting nearly ten seconds.
and the crew probably perished.

train
Great West
ern railroad, which left here last
night, was wrecked eany today at
German valley, near Freeport, 111.
The engineer was killed and two
mall clerks are missing. The train
ran into a car which had been left
standing on a siding too near the
main track. The force of the collision threw the engine against an ele7.

Passenger

No. 6, on the Chicago &

Avalanche Kills Thirteen.
7.
Bucharest, Roumanla, Feb.
Fifteen wood cutters were over come
by an avalanche In the Transvalanla
mountains yesterday. All were dead
when dug out of thu snow.

'TEACHERS

ANNUAL

Helena, Mont.,
Fb. 7. Former
Governor Preston 11. Leslie died at
his home In this city this morning,
aged 88. He had the distinction of
having been governor of Kentucky
and of the territory of Montana. He
had been a member of the legislature
In
for several terms in Kentucky.
1887 he was appointed by Cleveland
governor of Montana, serving until
the territory was admitted as a state
and then us United States district attorney until 1898.

Omaha, Feb. 7. Mayor Hchmitz
and members of the school board of
San Francisco passed through Omaha
last night upon an overland limited,
twenty-eighours late. They are en
route to Washington to confer with
President Roosevelt over the Japanese school question. In an Interview
Mayor Schmitz said:
"We think we ure right and are
going to Insist on exclusion of Japanese children from our schools unless
we are shown it Is for the best Interests of our state and our country that
we give in.
He fore the earthquake
After Distinguished Career.
London, Feb. 7. ltight Honorable there were 360 Japanese attending
and not
George Joachim Goschen, viscount school in Sun Francisco,
Goschen, died suddenly this morning wishing to have them mix with our
of heart failure. He was born In 1831 children we maintain at an additional
expense a separate school for them.
and had a distinguished career.
There are now only about ninety-thre- e
attending, and we propose to
leather of New Navy.
Dridgewater, Mass., Feb. 7. For- keep them separated from our childmer Congressman Itenjamln W. Har- ren If possible."
ris died here today, aged 83. Judge
For Pool ClutniplonHhip.
Harris was known In congress as the
"Father of the New Navy."
New York, N. Y., Feb. 7. Thomas
Hueston, of St. Louis, and Jerome
Jury Says Not Guilty.
Keogh, of Buffalo, will commence d
Illverhead, L. I., Fob. 7. The Jury series of matches here tonight for
In the case of Dr. J. W. Simpson, the pool championship of the world.
charged with the murder of his
father-in-latoday returned a verdict of not guilty.

CONVENTION OPENS.
Stratford, Conn., Feb. 7. The an-- l
nual convention of the teachers' ln- -'
stitute, which opened here today, is
proving of general Interest to teach-- i
era all over the state. The attend- ance is very large . Subjects which
Immigration
Still Continue.
Ottowa, Feb. 7. During the year appeal to teachers of all grades will
1906 the immigration
into Canada be discussed by prominent educators,
amounted to 215,912, being an In- Addresses w ill be delivered by l'rof. kx ix
m i i i 1 1: n
crease of 79,192 over the preceding W. D. Hood, the Hon. Chas. D. Hine,
IN NF.W JF.RSFV.
year. The Immigration was made up of Hartford; Chas. 11. Keyes, superinNewark, N. J., Feb. 7. Frank Ban-sultendent of schools; Chus. W. Deane
as follows: British 98,257, continenwho was twice sentenced t
tal 53,874, and United States 63.7S1. and others.
death for the wilful murder of Thos.
Holt was hanged In the Jail here
this morning. Hansulk, who Is a
nor
Slav, and can neither speak
write English, was, on the 24th of
May last, first neiiteuced to death
for the murder of the man who had
once been his friend. The story was
that the murderer had been too
friendly with Mrs. Hoff, and on January 7th took his victim out for a
walk, filled him with drink, hit him
on the head with a hammer and
then laid him on tle tracks of the
Lackawanna railroad at Hloomfleld,
so that the train finished his work.
The case came before the court of
appeals on November 19th when the
court decided It could not interfere.
Com-mitteeo- n
who
Since his arrest the prlsdner,
maintained his Innocence, appeared
to be very Indifferent to his fate and
caused the executioner no trouble
being pinioned.
wtiile
whatsoever
of
The law changing tho method
e' ;ctrlc chair goes
Stockmen from all sections of the j that may be passed by congress pro- execution toIn the
this state on the first
that may be favorable to the Into effect
west are now Journeying to Washing- - visions growers
of
March.
New
No
stock
of
Mexico.
ton to advise with the committee re- legislation has ever been proposed In
cently appointed by the president to congress that is of so great imporAT
FIRE
confer with the public lands com- tance to New Mexico as will be the $3,500
mission as to the most equitable and act framed upon the report of this
effective method of controlling, pro- committee.
CARLSBAD YESTERDAY
public
On behalf of the sheep growers of
tecting and Improving the
range.
the territory, the New Mexico Wool
The action of this committee Is of Growers' association has been taki
the gravest Importance to the stock ing an active Interest In the matter,
growers, as upon Its report will be and Hon. Solomon Luna, president of
Special to The Kvening Citizen, e
M..
N.
Feb. 7. Fire e
Carlsbad.
based legislation providing for the that association, and Mr. Harry W.
destroyed e
morning
yesterday
control of grazing on the public Kelly, of Las Vegas, and Mr. A. D.
range.
the cottage of S. S. Ramsey, loss
The stock growers of New (iarrett. of Roswell, members of the
e'
committee, as well as
Mexico are practically united in their executive
$3i00. Insurance $2,000.
Ramsey had Just left on the e
opposition to any leasing of the pub- others, are leaving tonight for WashRoswell train to engage with a e
lic domain, but they begin to realize ington to confer with the committee
railroad survey party In north 4
that some action will soon be taken, appointed by the president, that
Texas when tlia tire broke out. e
and that a united stand must be committee holding its first meeting
made to have Inserted within any act on the 11th of this month.
i
j
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PRESIDENT SOLOMON LUNA OFF
TONIGHT

FOR

WASHINGTON

New Mexico Wool Growers Association
Proposes to be Heard Before
Leasing Public Domain.

the-senat- e

Service Pension Now law.
Washington
Feb. 7. The presi
dent has signed the general service
pension bill, recently passed by congress.

JAILS

...

HAIIID HEIRS SEEK MONEY
roil CONFISCATED HANOI.
Special to The Evening Cltlaen.
Washington,
P. ,C.,.Feb.
of Colorado, has introduce
a bill for the relief of Andrew B. an
Jas. S. Balrd. heirs of Spruce M.
IT IS NOW PAYING
Ilalrd. for the sale of the confiscate
Baird ranch south of Albuquerque,
WORTH
THAN
MORE
extending from the river to the
mountains.
It was sold In 18S3 by
Marshal Abraham Cutl-- r.
The bill
Chicago, Feb. 7. The Inter Ocean calls for $75,000.
says:
today
Andrews has obtained from the
In order to prevent the transconpension division $6 pension for Jose
being
transferred Sanches.
tinental mall from
to the Rock Island system, the BurCol. W. M. Bergere. of Belen, te
lington railroad has notified the post-oftl- here looking after townsite matters.
department that it will cut Its
rates for this service about seven per BRITISH WARSHIPS TO
cent, equnl to about $65,000 per anJAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
num. This Is the first time any railLondon, Feb. 7. The admiralty In
fixed
to
rate
the
cut
offered
has
road
an order today announced a further
by congress for mall service.
addition to the rieet to visit the
The proposition caused amazement Jamestown exposition. The full list
in railroad circles and the fear Is exnow Includes the Good Hope, the
pressed by the officials of other rail- flagship of Rear Admiral George
roads that the action may lead to a Neville, C. V. O., and the first class)
rate war for mall traffic between cruiser squadron consisting of the
competitive points, and also that It Antrim, Argyle, Devonshire, Hampmay be regarded by congress as evi- ton and Roxborough.
They are alt
dence that the price paid by the gov- of 10,500 tons each. The Channel
ernment for transportation of malls fleet which has been added Include
has been too high.
Conopus.
the Caesar. Alhfrmarle.
Cornwallls, Duncan. Exmouth, Glory,.
MKVKIt
Goliath, Illustrious, Jupiter, Ocean.
AKUlVIvS IN BERLIN. Prince George, Russell, Swlftsure,
Triumph and Benson. These battleBerlin, Feb. 7.
Meyer arrived here yesterday from ships are all of 12,500 tons each. AfHe will attend the ter spending some time In Hampton
St. Petersburg.
grand ball tonight which Ambassador Roads they will visit Halifax, jtf. S.
Tower Is giving in honor of the before proceeding to their respective
stations.
kaiser.

GRANDE

DIKE BILL FOR

t iiim
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TODAY

House Lays It on the Table Indefinitely.
First Bill to Be Signed by
the Governor.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 7. The
house this morning, by a viva-voc- e
vote tabled indefinitely Hie bill Introduced in the council yesterday by
Sulzer, appropriating $8,000
fir
dikes In Bernalillo county along the
has
been
A
committee
Rio Grande.
Messrs.
consisting
of
appointed,
Mlrabul, Holt and Martin, In the
house, to draft a law providing for
a more equitable distribution of these
funds if they are available for such
a purpose, of which there Is some
doubt.
Fe, IntroMr. Abbott, of Santa
duced six petitions protesting against
Dalies' bill for a new county of Torrance and "a" change of the county
seat. There are now eight of these
petitions In the house.
petition
Mr. Ruppo presented a
from Bernalillo county for a
tlon of salaries of county
Referred
containing 400 signatures.
to the committee on finance.
The committee on penitentiary
wanted to amend Mr. Baca's bill for
an electric plant at the penitentiary
here, to read that the territory
should not be allowed to sell light
reduc-olllclul-

s,

The admin-

Promoted and Retired.
Washington, Feb. 7. The president sent the following nomination
to the senate today: Colonel, to be
retired with rank .of brigadier general, George E., Pond, assistant quartermaster general.

k,

DIES

7.

Taft and Chairman Shonta, of tae
canal commission. In acting on tae
Oliver bid. Effort la being made te
get Stevens to change his mind, bvt
he continues obdurate, and Indications are that the administration will
accede to his request that the construction be continued by the govconernment.
This information
cerning Stevens created some surprise, as Stevens stated before
canal committee that he fa
vored building the canal by contract.
He now expresses the belief that the
canal can be constructed by the gov
Hie
ernment within ten years.
friends advise him that If the contract is let for construction, he wilt
be robbed of the credit of building It.

Hours They Were Governor Leslie at Helena, Will Stand Pat on Exclusion This Throws Other Roads Inof Japs From
to Consternation Lest Gov-- "
Viscount Goschen In LonBuffeted by the Wind and
'
With Whites.
Ice But Escaped.
ernment Should Think
don. Harris In Mass.

Ship Goes to Pieces on Diamond Shoals and All Her
Crew Are Drowned.

Chicago, Feb.

BID

RATE

FOR

PEOPLE

USUAL

MAKES

SAYS BURLINGTON

Feb.

istration has been brought face t
face with the alternative of rejection
of all bids for the construction of tk
Panama canal, or of losing the services of John P. Stevens, chief engineer. This Is the reason for the delay
of President Roosevelt, Secretary

and power cheaper than other companies. Mr. Baca objected and the
bill was referred to the proper committee. He met with the committee
today.
Mr. Gallegos introduced a bill to
force railroads to deliver cars to a
shipper within six days after said
cars were demanded, and specifying
that the goods must be transported
within a reasonable time and th
cars unloaded promptly by the receivers, or they would be subject to
a fine of $25 per car each day after
forty-eighours' notice.
House bill No. 25, introdueed by
Mr. Holt an uct regarding assault
and battery was tabled Indefinitely
and the Judiciary committee substituted another bill, which passed the
house.
The house then adjourned until tomorrow morning.
Tho governor Is reported to have
to the
signed Mlera's amendment
Jury bill, which is the first bill to
a law.
The council passed two bills by
Cameron, to give title to cemeteries
at Roswell and Arlesia. both of
which have minor amendments.
ht

be-co-

7.t-Broo- ks,

AGRIt'l LTI'RAL COLLEGE TO
MAKE NEW EXPERIMENTS.
Yankton, S. D., Feb. 7. Prof. N.
E. Henson, of the South Dakota Agricultural college has returned from n
six months trip of agricultural exploration for the l.'nlted States department of agriculture
through
Europe and the entire
northern
length of Siberia bringing with hltn
a large variety of new foreign plants
and short season cereals for trial In
similar regions in the northwest. The
United States agricultural department
has directed a large fart of these
new Introductions to be tested under the direction of the South Dakota experiment stations.
CHILD

EATEN
WILD

BY

ANIMALS

iiiuturoiitiii

e Special to The Evening Citizen.
Raton, N. M., Feb. 7. The
e dismembered remains of a
year-ol- d
child have been dlscov- e ered near Shoemaker. L'ndlsput- able evidence goes to show that
e the chil l had been partially de- e voured by Home wild animal.
The little girl had gone out to
e play without the knowledge of
e her mother. Having missed her
e the mother bewail a search which
e revealed the (ut that she had
e been killed by uu animal, as the
head and one arm were gone,
und lli tliMh bore the imprints
e vt the creature's claws. The
news spread quickly and a party
e was organized to run down the
4 beast, but no trace of the animal
4 has set been found.
e
i no family thus strangely be- e n- - hi' I are Mexicans anil the
and further particulars
e
4 innut be le lined.
5- -4
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not give his attention to other mutters. He could get the vacancy on BOTH HOUSES
the ways and moans committee
caused by the retirement of General
Orosvenor, of his state, but Mr. BurPAY EMPLOYES
ton may well question whether ho
would be the Influential factor In
legislation he now Is were he simply
a member of that committee and not
that The Total Amounts to 56.000:
of the committee
chairman
spends upwards of a hundred million each congress. Then, too, would
Is Within Approhe be the leader of his party In
northern Ohio but for the fact of the
priation.
place he now holds? It Is a rather
safe assumption that Mr. liurton
will reconsider his expressed Inten- THE COUNTY
OF GARFIELD
tion of resigning from the chairmanship of this committee.

and referred to the committee on

Expensive
APPARATUS

REQUIRED

IN

URGE SIZEJISIILIERIES
Interesting
From Congress and
tion's Capital.

JYluch

OtUer

News
Na-- i

Washington,
7. Senator
Feb.
Hansbrough, of North Dakota, seems
to have won the fight he has made
o vigorously for the purpose of enabling the farmers of the great
northwest to manufacture denatured
alcohol without all the red tape and
rigid regulations which accompany
the manufacture of this article in the
great distilleries. The first fruits of
this legislation- - were heralded as of
incalculable benefit to the farmers,
but It was Boon seen that under the
law denatured alcohol would easily
be controlled by the trusts, which
own all the distilleries.
h
Then it was that Senator
set about having the law
amended and the house committee
on ways and means, where all revenue measures must originate, has
risen to the occasion and ordered a
favorable report on a composite bill
that Includes the best points of several measures that have been intro
duced. The proposed law also has
the approval of treasury officials and
will be passed before this session adjourns. Without going into the legal
verbiage of the proposed act. It may
oe said that it will enable the farm
ers to work up their waste products
Into denatured alcohol, without all
the expensive paraphernalia and red
tape necessary In dealing with th
big distilling houses.
Hans-broug-

Chairman Burton lit Tired.
Representative
Burton, of Ohio,
who by reason of his position as
chairman of the committee on rivers
and harbors, is one of the import
ant factors of the house of represen
tatives, has recently been quoted as
saying that he would decline the
chairmanship of this committee
when the committees of the next
bouse were made up. Owing to his
refusal to permit extraordinary ap
propriatlons for wanted Improve
ments that seem to him to seek a local rather than a general benefit and
which are not demanded by the trade
and commerce of the country, Mr.
Barton has won the cordial disapproval of many members of the
bouse who have thus been unable to
secure the appropriations for their
districts they think should have
been made.
With regard to those
Improvements that are essential, Mr.
Barton has held the appropriations
down to a minimum, and that also
.has offended.
Because of this sen- trment In the house, the constant Ir
ritation that his policy has created
and the enormous amount of time he
Is required to devote to a study of
the conditions all over the country,
Mr. Burton has grown tired of his
Job" and Intends to throw It up.
Perhaps, when Mr. Burton gets to
thinking the matter over seriously
he will change his mind. Like every
other man In public life, Mr. Burton
appreciates power that comes with
position.
He is a member from
Cleveland, Ohio, the beautiful and
prosperous city on Lake Erie. The
great harbors of the lakes have
been' his particular pride, and tho
fact that he controls the purse
strings mat permit of these improvements
have made him the
power he Is. Everybody says he is
good
chairman. Mr. Burton says
a
hla time Is so occupied that he can- -

.
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FOR RHEUM ATISM.
1

1

To relieve the worst form
ppoonful of the following mixture after each meal ami ut
bedtime:
Fluid extract dandelion, one
half ounce; compound kargon,
one ounce; compound syrup
sarsaparllla,
three
ounce.'.
Shake well In u bottle.
Ingredients
These harmless
can be obtained from any good
pharmacy.
This prescription, slates a
n
authority forces
the clogged-up- ,
Inactive kidneys to tilter and strain from
the blood the poisonous waste
nutter and uric ucld, which
causes
Iteltef
rheumatism.
la felt fiom the first
few
doses.
It Is said that a person who
would take this prescription
regularly, a dose or two daily,
or even a few times a week,
would never have serious kidney or urinary disorders
or
rheumatism.
Cut this out and pr serve It.
(loud
prescriprheumatism
tions which really relieve ate
scarce. Indeed, anil when y
need it you wunl it badly.
well-know-

CITIZEN

u

d

Notice.

parties interested in the con
st ruction of ccnient walks, work fcuar
anteed, please leave orders at the of
All ar
fire of La Opinion l'uhlicu.
rangements for work of that kin
will be made at the above office.
LOUIS TRUJILLO.

til IKl

pood n attired. Our book
''.Motherhood," is worth
its wiight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Cradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta.Ga.

7, 1WT.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED.
WANTED A dining room girl at the
Columbus hotel.
WANTED Hood second hand gunny
sacks. Hahn's Coal Yard.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Railroad avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
Second
WANTED Gentleman
hand clothing. No. 615 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED By gentleman employed,
room with modern conveniences In
private family; near business center, board If poslble. P. O. Box

Persuasive
Talk
good nntl fair dealing with
every etrstonier, to Insure our
continual success In Uie drug
business,

ALVARADO
PHARMACY
B. H. BRIGGS &
CO.
Proprietors

MONEY to LOAN

Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low a $10
Loan
are
and as high as $200.
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain in your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from sM
parts of the world.
8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
203.
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED Two or three
neatly
PRIVATE OFFICES.
dressed solicitors, lady or gentleOpen Evenings.
man; best thing In city to right
persons; $15 to $25 per week. Call
between 8 and 9, or 1 and 2, 201
A
East Railroad avenue.
WANTED Teams The Santa Fe
Oold & Copper Mining Co., wants
.
teams for coal haul from Hagan
Only-Noto the mines, near San Pedro, and
good
All
for other purposes.
teams making application will be
717 South Edith,
brick
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superlots
of
closets, big rooms, orilnr, lot
intendent.
50xl 2, 1800 If sold this woe. HotAGENTS WANTED.
ter see us or tho owner, D. A. Dull-maMEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKINU
If you want n home.
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you?
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
216 West Gold Are.
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.
FOR KENT.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light- - PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
LAWYERS.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
Ira M. Bond.
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F.St..
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
N.
W.,
Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOR RENT Four-roohouse In
copyrights,
caveats,
good condition, well located; $11, land patents,
patents,
trade marks, claims.
Including water. Lloyd Hnnsaker, letter
205 West Gold avenue.
It. W. U. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh que. N. M. Office, First National
street and TIJeras avenue. Inquire Bank building.
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
E. W. Dobson.
West Tljeras avenue.
ATTORNEY AT I.AW.
Office.
FOB KENT Nicely furnished rooms Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
DENTISTS.
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished with
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
stove and cooking utensils
Dental Surgeon.
and
Rooms 2 and 3. Barnett hullrilnv.
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
over O'RlellVs drue store. Phnna
524 South Second street, AlbuquerNo. 744. Appointments made by mail.
que, N. M.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
t'OH SALE.
No. 306
avenue.
OtTlea
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be hours, 9 a. Railroad
m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
fresh soon. See George K. Keher.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A pointments made by mall.
Yost typewriter.
See The Cltl
PIIYSICLANS.
zen.
FOR SALE Majority of slock in es
DR. J. R. IL.VYNES
tablished and paying retail busiPhysician and Surgeon.
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
Rooms 11 and 13. N. T. Armlln
to leave city. Address No. 1126, building.
Dally Citizen.
W. M. .SHERIDAN. M. 11
FOR SALE Twenty-eigHea3 of Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
fine Jersey cows.
Can be seen at
Occidental Life Building. Tele-phoHunters' wagon yard, 200 North
886. Albuquerque. N. M.
Broadway. Come and see them.
DK. R. I,. IIUST.
The price will be right.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bid.
you
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
Tuberculosis treated with High
will find fine home made bread, 5c Freauencv Electrical
c
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies, baked Germicide. Treatments given each
beans, soup and other good things day from 8 a. m. to 4 n. m. Trnlnert
stirctly home made. Phone 710. nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
Mrs. Downs, 506 South Arno St.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Snap Lots 13, 14, 15,
In block B, Simpler addition No. 2. Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
only $600. $60 cash, balance In
A. BORDERS.
Installments of $15 per month. Commercial Club building.
Black
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
or White hearse, $5.
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West
ARCHITECTS
Gold avenue.
Spencer.
W.
F.
7
Rooms
BarLOST.
M.
LOST A small gold watch, a gold nett building, Albuquerque, N.
phones.
Both
fob, and class pin 1900. Class pin
of great personal value to owner.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Return to Citizen office and receive
reward.
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Thos. K. P. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders,
January 22, 1907.
117
Notice Is hereby given that Ramon West Gold avenue.
Padllla of San Rafael. N. M
has
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five year- proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No. Department of the laterlor. United
States Land Office.
6689, made December 3, 1901. for the
Santa Fe, N. M.. Dec. 19, 1906.
EH NWi, and EV4 SW14, Section
Notice Is hereby given that the follo26, Township 10 N, Range 10 W, and
claimant has filed nothat said proof will be made before wing-named
Jesus M. Luna, Probata Olerk at tice of bis intention to make final
Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907. proof in support of hla claim under
He names the following witnesses sections 16 and 17 of tne act of
to prove his continuous residence up March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
on, and cultivation of, the land, vis:
amended by tho act of February 21,
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla, all proof will be made before the probate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M, on
of San Rafael, N. M.
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana ChavMANUEL R. OTERO,
ez
de Otero, for the Small Holding
Register.
Claim No. 254 7, situate in Sec. 36, T.
7
N., R. 2 E.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
He names the following witnesses
Department of tne interior. Land Of to prove his actual continuous
adfice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
verse possession of said tract for
January 22, 1907.
twenty years neit preceding the surNotice Is hereby given that Juan vey of the township, viz:
de Dlos Padllla of San Rafael. N. M..
Francisco Aragon y Baca,
has' filed notice of his intention to Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,of Loso
make final live-yeproof In support
Orona, Qulrino Samore, of Per-aliof his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
N. M.
No. 6688. made December 3, 1901.
Any person who desires to protest
for the W
NEVi. and WV4 SE14. against the allowance of said proof,
Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10 or who knows of any substantial reaW, and that said proof will be made son under the laws and regulations
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk of the interior department why
at Los Lunas, N. M on March 7, proof should not be allowed willsuch
be
1907.
givea an opportunity at the above
He names the following witnesses mentioned time and place
to cross
to prove his continuous residence up examine the witnesses
of said claimon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Jose R. Candelarla. Rafael Baldes, of that submitted by claimant.
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padia, all
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
of San Rafael, N. M.
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Small Holding Clalra No. 2547.
Register.
o
On

HERE'S

BARGAIN

For This Week

POR TERFIELD CO.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
of Teeth
Gold lulling
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

LOANS.

n,

Cor. Gold Ave. and First Si.

l ull Set

PROPERTY

rEUSONAX

i

Is sometime neernmry, but we
deHMid upon the merit of our

s.

level-heade-

.MI

TIirilSDAV, ITnilt'ARY

cor-

porations.
House bill No. 49 was Introduced
by Mr. Denniston, an act for the
crcaUon of the county of Garfield
from San Miguel county and for other
purposes. The dividing line In San
Miguel county Is the Oalllnas river
witit tno city of Las Vegas (now East
""
the county seat. The
ft" which
.
Is a lengthy document.
was read the first time by tlUe and In
full on Its second reading.
It was
then ordered translated, printed and
to
referred
the committee on county
line
t t - .1 ...... .1
r.n
llmiMA hill
by Mr. Studley, nn act to amend chap
ter 60 or the laws of 1903 relative to
the collection of garbage In municiDenniston Would Make
Two palities. The bill was read the first
I'oHtnl Commission's Report,
and second time nnd ordered transAfter laboring over the subject of
Counties of San
lated, printed and referred to the
postal reforms, the commission ap'
committee on Judiciary.
pointed by congress, consisting of
Miguel.
House bill No. 51 was Introduced
members of the senate and house
by Mr. Moran, an act relntlve to the
committees, finally has made Its reobservance of Sunday. This bill Is
port and suggested legislation which
The pay roll, house Joint resolution almbst a duplicate
the modification
It Is hoped may be put through beNo. 4, carrying appropriations
for of the Sunday law of
by Mr.
fore this session adjourns.
mployes and contingent expenses In Beach In the (houseIntroduced
yesterday, and
Probably all sorts of Interpreta- the house and council was passed by which precipitated
warm debate.
tions will be put upon the report of the assembly yesterday.
It totals The bill legalizes the akeeping
open on
this commission and the very combout JO, 000. Another feature of the Sunday of a number
of business esprehensive bill It has submitted. Di- session was a bill Introduced In the tablishments
rnnglng from livery
vested of all the legal verbiage with house by Mr Denniston for the crea stnblen to
Instruwhich It Is surrounded, It may be tion of the new county or Garfield by mental In again creating Ita was
word skirwell to calm any alarm that may be dividing Sun Miguel county. The of mish in the
house.
of ficial proceedings are as follows:
caused among the publishers
Mr. Beach moved that the rules be
newspapers In the average small
suspended for the purpose of taking
town or city by saying that In no
THE HOUSE.
up the bill. The roll was read and the
measure will publications of that Thirteenth Dny Wednesday Morning rules
were suspended by a vote of 16
sort be In any way affected. That
Pursuant to adjournment the house ayes. 7 nays. Mr. Holt was on his
the malls have been loaded with ex met ut 1 1 o'clock yesterday morning, feet in a minute and after opposing
traneous matter under the guise of having been delayed an hour In con- - the passage of the bill In vigorous
newspaper supplements Is known to enlng owing to committee meetings. terms, he moved
that the measure be
all who have studied the question
Speaker
called the house to tabled Indefinitely. Mr. Hudspeth deand the low cost at which transpor order and Baca
Chief Clerk Staplln read fended the measure and Mr. Chaves
tation has been furnished has result the roll, all answering present except of Taos also made a short talk In
ed In the loss of hundreds of thou
Mr. Mirabal, absent from the city, Spnnlsh regarding the present Sunday
sands of dollars.
Upon an aye vote, which
law.
wing to Illness In his family.
The object of the proposed meas
sounded
about unanimous, the bill
Upon
duly
motion,
and
seconded
ure Is to prohibit the circulation as
was tabled indefinitely, thus disposing
reading
carried,
of
the
the
Journal
parts of newspapers such things as
of It. Upon motion of Mr. Holt, duly
sheet music, postal cards, pictures. was dispensed with.
4 was seconded and carried, the house voted
No.
resolution
House
Joint
etc., and will put a stop to all comic
by Mr. Holt, relative to not again to consider such a measure
sections or compel those sections to introduced
payment
he
of employes and contlng- - during the present sitting of that
paper,
appear with the name of the
expenses
nt
of the legislature. The body. Mr. Holt then moved that the
Adpage.
date line, etc., over each
was
resolution
read the first and rules be suspended for the purpose of
per
cent of
vertising Is limited to 60
an act
by
second
time
title and upon mo taking up council bill No. 27, county,
All
the space of any one section.
for the relief of Torrance
duly
Mr.
of
Beach
seconded
and
tion
this strikes at the big metropolitan carried, the resolution was read the which provides for a territorial loan
dallies and those publications Issued hlrd time in full preparatory to pas of $2,000 to pay Torrance county dis
notoriously for advertising and cir sage.
the present
chief clerk then read the trict court expenses for
culated at a nominal subscription roll, The
term and which is an urgent measure.
passing
resolution
the
the
price. There will be no Interference house by vote of 22 aye, 1 nay, Mr. The motion prevailed. The bill was
a
with legitimate country circulation
dissenting. The resolution read the first and second time by title
and the claim is made for the pro Hudspeth
and ordered to be referred to the
s
as
follows:
to
posed law that It will be of benefit
committee on finance with Instruc4, pro
No.
House
Joint
Resolution
gencountry
the publishers of the
tions to report us soon as the house
payment
viding
employes
for
the
of
to
erally who confine their efforts
convened for the afternoon session.
Contingent
Expenses
and
the
of
legitimate
might
be termed
what
House bill No. 52 was Introduced
Legislature.
newspaper work.
Be It resolved by the council and by Mr. Kuppe, an act to disqualify
the house of representatives of the members of the legislature from acAgiil Citizen Is) Allen.
Thirty-sevent- h
Legislative
assembly cepting appointments at the hands of
was
of
One of the oddities
law
the governor or of either house of
the territory of New Mexico:
presented to President Roosevelt the f That
sum of three thousand the legislative assembly. The bill
the
of
by
day
Warren,
Senator
other
($3,362) which Is aimed by the member from
hundred and sixty-tw- o
Wyoming, in a case that has ap three
dollars Is hereby appropriated to pay Bernalillo county, to prevent the pospealed to the president.
In
Out
salaries of Interpreters, translat sibility of any member of the assemWyoming there is a wealthy ranch the
ors
contingent expenses of the bly from securing an appointment as
man 71 years old who came to this houseand of representatives
said district attorney in the event that the
country as a boy 11 years of age egislatlve assembly; and theof addi
measure now pending in the council
man
Is
with his father. This
known tional sum of two thousand three for the election of district attorneys,
to every soul In his community, has hundred and ninety-si- x
)$2,396) dol- - becomes a law, was read the first
held all sorts of honorable elective ars to pay the salaries of Interpreters and second time by title and ordered
up
grown
ofilces,
appointive
has
and
translators and contingent expenses of translated, printed and referred to
with the great west, become wealthy the council of said legislative assem the committee on Judiciary.
and through his wealth has assisted bly.
House bill No. 63 was Introduced
many persons to get their start In
upon the presentation of this by Mr. Studley, an act regulating the
That
life. He is loved and honored by resolution to the auditor of the terri- practice of medicine In New Mexico
everybody In the state, and yet, not tory of New Mexico,
the said auditor and providing for a medical examinwithstanding his life, the offices to shall draw his warrants
against the ing board. The bill was read the
which he has been elected and his territorial treasurer in favor of first and second time by title, ordered
high standing in the community, a Roman L. Baca, speaker of the house translated and printed, and referred
d
and presumably
Just of representatives,, for the sum of to the committee on Judiciary.
Judge has recently declared him an three thousand three hundred
House bill .No. 64 was Introduced
and
alien and not entitled to protection sixty-tw- o
($3,362) dollars and In favor by Mr. Padllla, an act regarding mal
under the law.
of Charles A. Spless, president of the practice of law by attorneys and the
Senator Warren holds that the council of said legislative assembly. fixing of a penalty therefor. The bill
man is as much a citizen as he is. ror the sum of two thousand three was read the first and second time by
but unfortunately
the law says hundred and ninety-si- x
$(2,396) dol- - title and ordered translated, printed
on
otherwise. Some time ago this old urs respectively; and said treasurer and referred to the committee
man, whose name Senator Warren Is hereby directed and ordered to pay Judiciary. A meeting of the committee on public institutions was andoes not now care to disclose, filed the same out of any funds In
ternounced for 2 p. m. by Mr. Beach
a claim against the government, and ritorial treasury at the time the
of
the
in the course of the Investigation It presentation of said warrants, at his and the house adjourned until 3 p. ni.
was discovered that the father of the discretion, except funds In his hands
man did not take out his papers for the payment of interest on the
TIIK COUNCIL.
upon his arrival In this country. As territorial debt.
ThlrK-eDayWednesday After
he was the child of an alien, the
A message from the council va
noon.
ranchman also was an alien.
The received.
Pursuant to adjournment the councourts hold that before he can have
yesterday
met
cil
afternoon at 2:30
Chief Clerk Martin of the council
any standing in court In this par- announced that the honorable coun- o'clock. President Spless In the chair.
ticular case, he must take out his cil had passed council bill No. 27, Following the Invocation by the chapfirst and second papers and declare an act for the relief of Torrance lain, the chief clerk called the roll,
except Mr.
his Intentions of being a citizen and county.
all responding present
go through the procedure prescribed
Council bill No. 15, an act changing Dalles, absent because of Illness. W.
for a newly arrived immigrant, or lines of Torrance county and county A. Hawkins of El Paso, a friend of
he will not be allowed to prosecute eat.
President Spless and an
the claim against the government.
Council bill No. 31, an act to amend of the council, wus seated on the
"Of courBe," said Senator War section 8, chapter 2, of the session stand beside the latter.
ren, ' the matter can be fixed up In aws of 1903. relative to admission to
A message from the house was resome way, and will be, without de the institute for the blind.
ceived. Chief Clerk Staplln of the
lay, but this case nicely Illustrates
Council bill No. 32, an act for the house reported that that body had
one of the oddities of law. I laid mprovement of the Bio Grande.
passed house bill No. 14, Introduced
the matter before the president and
Council bill No. 34, an act to amend by Mr. Holt, an act to amend section
he believes as I do that It Is a very laws of 1903 specifying the luw and 1294 of the compiled laws relative to
procedure In certain cases.
monopolies and house Joint resolution
odd situation."
Council bill No. 8. an act to author No. 4, providing for the pay of emlavages by Animal lYsts.
ize the auditor and treasurer of the ployes and contingent expenses.
The assertion has been made for territory to harmonize discrepancies
President Spless then announced
many years that there Is nothing pa on their books.
that he had signed house Joint resogovernternal about the American
Council bill No. 9. an act to amend lution No. 2, providing for a Joint
ment, and yet congress, year after sections of chapter 62 of the laws of committee from both houses to draft
year, has gone on appropriating 19U3, relating to trust companies. The an election law.
money for objects that many per council asked for the concurrence of
Upon motion of Mr. Stockton,
sons might not hold to be the the house In these bills. The chief
and carried, the Journal of
proper functions
government
of
clerk of the council also Informed the the previous day was ordered apIs
done,
however, on the theory honorable house that Messrs. Miera, proved without reading.
This
that that which benefits a portion of Martinez and Cameron had been ap
Council bill No. 35 was Introduced
country
the
works to the general pointed a committee to confer with u by President Spless, an act defining
good of all.
Illustrations of this like committee of the house on the status of estray animals and promay be found in the appropriation amendments to house Joint resolution viding for the taking up of the same
for the suppression of the gypsy No. 3 to provide for an official roster. and their sale by the Cattle Sanitary
moth, the boll weevil and other
The message from the council was board. The bill was read the first
pests that have done untold damage received.
time ami under suspension of the
to American crops.
These pests
The committee on Judiciary, Mr. rules the second time and was orthat have cost both the government Holt, chairman, reported favorably dered translated, printed and referand private persons such enormous on house bill No. 23, an act prohib red to the committee on agriculture.
sums of money are the outgrowth In iting legislators from accepting ap
Council bill No. 36 was Introduced
many cases of casual and most accl pointive Jobs; favorably on
house by Mr. Sargent, an act to amend
bill No. 24. an act relative to larceny section 179U of the compiled laws of
dental introduction.
In addition to the gypsy moth, the and embezzlement and
unfavorably 1S97 by adding the words "On warEnglish sparrow, the starling, the on house bill No. 25. an act relative rant of the auditor." The bill was
German carp, and the Norway rat to assault and battery. These bills read the first and second time anil
have udded to the ravages upon the were Introduced by Mr. Holt at pre- ordered translated, printed and rebeneficial products of the country vious sessions.
ferred to the committee on finance.
The report of the committee was
The gypsy moth has all but ruined
Council bill No. 37 was Introduced
by Mr. Cameron, an act for the pro- the shrubbery and fruit orchards of adopted.
House bill No. 4S was introduced lection of highway bridges, and other
New England.
It can be traced
buck to 169. when l'rof. Torubelot, by Mr. Mullens, an act relating to the purposes. The principal feature of the
of Harvard university, brought a few Incorporation of towns and villages. bill is a clause to prevent fast driving
to this countrty to help him In his The bill ,is read the llrst and second over bridges. The bill was read the
study of wild silk worms.
He lived time and ordered translated, printed lii Ml and second time and ordered
at Medford, Mass., and raised these
caterpillars on a shrub in his door
yurd, enclosing the shrub with a net,
And many other painful and serious
During a storm the net was torn and
ailments from which most mothers
the worms were scattered.
Many
were captured and destroyed and no
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
tice was given of those that escaped
' Mothers Frieod. This great remedy
tut no attention was paid to the
warning.
Nothing was thought o
is a God-sen- d
to women, carrying
them, as they did not appear for
through
their most critical
them
some years, but gradually the gypsy
moth begun to show up In steadily
with safety and no pain.
ordeal
Increasing numbers, until In 1880
they became a notorious pest. First No woman who uses ''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
the town and then the state legis
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
lature look up the work of extermi
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
nation, appropriating money for tha
purpose.
The federal governmeli
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
was finally appealed to and the llgh
also healthy, strong and
Is Mil! going on.
bath-room-

Will be Permitted to Farmers
Without the Red Tape and

EVENING

$1.50 np
$4
50c

m

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

two-stor-

B. F.

ROOM

copr.

12, N. T. ARMIJO

BLDQ.

translated and printed and referred to
the committee

ways.

on roads and

high-

Under business on the president's
table, house bill No. 14, Introduced
by Mr. Holt, an act to amend section
1294 of the laws of 1897, relative to
monopolies was read and referred to
the committee on territorial affairs.
House Joint resolution No, 4, providing for the pay of employes and
contingent expenses was read In full.
Upon motion duly seconded and carried, the rules were suspended and
the resolution was read the second
time. Mr. Martinez in a motion duly
seconded and carried asked that the
rules be further suspended and the
resolution be read the third time preparatory to passage. The resolution
was read the third time by title. Mr.
Martinez then moved that the resolution "do now pass." Mr. Mlera seconded the motion. The chief clerk
read the roll and the resolution was
passed by the council, the vote being
8 ayes, 3 nayes,
ilr. Cameron, Mr.
Sargent and Mr. Sulzer dissenting. Mr.
Dalies was absent.
The committee on engrossed bills,
Mr. Cameron chairman, reported that
council bill No. 1, Introduced by Mr.
Miera, an act providing for the selection of Jury commissioners, had been
properly
enrolled and engrossed,
President Spless then signed the bill.
President Spless announced that he
had also signed house Joint resolution No. 4.
The council then adjourned until
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o clock.
THE HOUSE.
Thirteen Day Wednesday Afternoon.
Pursuant to adjournment the house
met this afternoon
at 3 o'clock,
Speaker Baca, presiding. The principal feature of the afternoon In the
house was the passage by a vote of
16 to 7 of house bill No. 23. Intro
duced by Mr. Holt, an act disqualifyap
ing legislators from accepting
pointments rrom territorial oinciais.
A warm debate preceded the passage
of tho bill.
The house also passed council bill
No. 27, providing for a loan of $2,000
to Torrance county for court expenses
after It had been amended by the fi
nance committee.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
curea ny Halls Catarrh Cure. K. J.
t'HKNEV A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
we. tne unaersigned, have known f.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
ueueve mm perfectly nonoraD e in all
business transactions and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by his
nrm.
"aiding, mnnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Uruggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
acting directly upon the blond and mu
cous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
ueni tree, rnce inc. per bottle. Hold by
an liruKKiHls.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constlpa
tlon.

NOTICE roll PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
lice ut Santa Fe, N. M.

January

29,

1907.

Notice Is hereby given that San
tiago tlnrcla. of Chilill, N. M.. has
tiled notice of his Intention to make
final five-yeproof In support of
ins claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No
6591 made October 2, 1901, for the
ar

NWVi. K4 SWV
and SWVi
.section 3, Township 8 N, Bange
6 K. and that said proof will be made
before H. W. S. Otero, United States
MC4

sr.

Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, mid cultivation of, the land, vis
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio Sandoval, Julian I.ucero and Jose Mora, all
of Chilill. N. M.
MANTEL R. OTERO.
Begister.
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Itching riles.

If you are acquainted with anyone

PRODUCTS

NURSERY

who is troubled with this distressing
ailment you can do him no greater
favor than to tell him to try Cham-

AND
SHADE TREES,
FRUIT
SHRUBS, VINES AM) FLOWERS. berlain's Salve. It gives Instant reBUY OE SOME OXE YOU KNOW. lief.
Brice 25 cents per box. Sold
N. W. AI.tiEH, 121 SO. WALTER by all druggists.
STREET.
o
Hunting for Trouble.
o
In California 20 years,
lived
"I've
ICising I'i'oiii the Crave.
i"i ni.iii.l kn..
.''.vs.- - ,,"
am still hunting for trouble In
i.t
.I..UH
A prominent
manufacturer, Wm and
way of burns, sores, wounds, (IV 'll'.lJ,
M A V E L VV h i r n n S ; i r the
,
A.
of I.ucama. N. C, relates bolls, cuts, sprains, or a caso of plies
' i
1
V'"-Uv
'
a most remarkable
experience. He
Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
says: "After taking less than three that
quickly cure." wrles Charles Walters,
bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like
yo I,
f r
Alleghany, Sierra county. No use
one rising from the grave. My trou or
hunting. Mr. Walters; it cures every
ble Is Blight's disease, In the Dla case.
,y all druggists.
Guaranteed
betes stage. I fully believe Electric 25c.
loiters will cure me permanently, for
It has already stopped the liver nnd
which have MUTT'S
bladder complications
PENNYROYAL
FILLS
trobuled me for years." Guaranteed
MEN AND WOMEN.
11"'.v i'
it'.-i- .
'intf WVm,7i-- .
by all druggists. Price only 60c.
I m bi w for nnDBiurmi
l..N,u.i.-i,..u,V -- oily
i. a
u
ttM.l I. am ii
,ii , ,. ,,,, ,,..((11.1
tiri,iLflu1ujt.iorJif
.
J II. n
.
"
iv
I.I
irriutiuQt
fc.i,,.,
or ulceittiout
Stons earache in two minutes.
Is)
stLrlrliiM.
VJP
.,,. ...
tit Pj u n n niuniKt..
I.
t.'lr::il
Ml. Ill ..1 ..:
ii.l
.ii No
toothache or pain of burn or scald
in.
Paiuieu,
aod not Mum
bHEEviHSCHIMICllfO
nn. li it in. .iv f.r tt, nu ll r.'i Hi
pom
or
hoarseness, one
in live minutes:
Hi.
.1
in.
fui
..
,.m in,
..in,
ii
'
"
per l.i
huur; muscleat he, tw o hours; sore
1.1 mull
v
,
Hold kl
preptiij, lor
threat, twelve hours Dr. Thomas
iprM,
up 1 ruit
st'j v
FOB 8 ALE BY
Ecleclric Oil, monarch over pain.
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the left. There were other stains on
each sleeve, further up, reddish
brown or white. The coat was damp.
There are other spots and
BtAins upon It."
They fell twelve hours later Into
the capable hands of the police surgeon,
and the sanguinary smears
conjured up by tho evidence of the
with absurd
constable diminished
swiftness until they became "two
stains in the center of the right cult,
each about the size of a three-penn- y
bit." This was declared by Dr. Butter to be mammalian blood. He
found no more blood at all. How
these small stains camo there It Is
difficult to trace as difficult as to
trace a stain which 1 see now upon
the sleeve of my own house-Jackas I look down. I splash from the
gravy of underdone meat might well
produce It. At any rate, It may most
safely be said that the most adept
operator who ever lived could not rip
up a horse with a razor upon a dark
night and have only two three-penn- y
bit spots of blood to show for It.
The Idea Is beyond argument.
the
But now, having exhausted
white stains and the dark stains, we
come to the most damning portions
of the whole Indictment, though a

the fact that the hairs were found
Just on the cuffs and breast will still
recur In the mind. It would be sad
Indeed to commit one Injustice while
trying to correct another, but when
the Inevitable Inquiry comes this Incident must form a salient point of

REACH ED

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

On Way to El Paso to Settle
Estate of His Late

How Edaljl was arrested, another
outrage committed while lie was In
Jail, and how lie was convMcd
be told In the next chapter

The Name

Brother.

It

will SENATOR BAILEY

Wm.

IS NOW

weak,
Feel languid,
AN
"ofT"? Just
Stomach
Headache?
ACTUMJ1LI0NAIRE
a plain case of lazy liver. Burdock
Blood Bitters tones liver and stom
ach, promotes digestion, purifies the Body of Young Woman Found In
blood.

for honest advertising.

Room of People She Never
Knew In Life.

A
FOR

SILVER GITY

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

run-dow-

et

-

Tmuoa.

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

YORK
CHAPTER IV.
1 have brought the narrative down
At this
to the Auk. 17 outrage.
period twenty constables and detec-tire- s
had been brought Into the district, and several, acting. I presume,
upon orders from higher quarters,
watched the vicarage at night. On
Aug. 17 Edaljl, following his own
his day's
account, returned from
he had startwork at Birmingham
ed in practice there as a lawyer
:S0.
and reached his home about
He transacted some business, put on
a blue serge coat, and then walked
down to the bootmaker's In the village, where he arrived about 8:35,
to the Independent eviaccording
dence of John Hands, the tradesman
His supper would not
In question.
be ready before 9:30, and until that
hour he took a walk round, being
seen by various people. His household depose to his return before supper time, and their testimony Is con
firmed by the statement of Walter
Whltehouse. who saw the accused
enter the vicarage at 9:25. After
upper Edaljl retired to bed In the
same room as his father, the pair
having shared an apartment for seventeen years. The old vicar was a
light Bleeper, his son was within a

rAG

New York: Admiral Lord Charles
BereHford declares that there will be

no contest with "Lady" Flo over his
brother's estate. He declares that a
settlement has already been made
with the negress, no doubt by the
New York lawyer who was recently
In El Paso and who went to the
Beresford ranch, where the negress
had repaired after the death of
Delavcl Beresford.
Admiral Lord Beresford will leave
here Saturday for El Paso, where he
will have the will of his brother pro
bated and the estate settled up. The
brother was killed In a railroad
wreck at Endarlln, N. D., December
20, last, while returning to El Paso
lco.
He
from Medicine Hat, Canada.
left a will In El Paso leaving $10,000
to Flora Wolff, who styled herself
Lady Flo" and claimed to be his
wife, and all the rest of the estate
T ANYTHIN G
he left to Charles and Marcus Beresford, his brothers.
The negress
declared she would contest the will
for a widow's share of the estate, al
that she had
How did Clouders come out In though she admitted
not been married to the deceased.
the airship test the other day?"
The announcement that she has
"Humph he failed to rise to the
been settled with does away with any
occasion."
possibility of a lawsuit according to
representatives here of
he legal
Andrew Carnegie has given a $40,- - Admiral
Beresford, and there will b)
This no light over
000 swimming pool to Tale.
valuable ranches In
first gift of Chihuahua andtheCanada,
Isn't Mr. Carnegie's
but the two
something full of water.
surviving brothers will simply take
charge and dispose of the estate as
"I wonder why Hardupp has mov suits them best, after all the prl
ed to New York?"
vate affairs of the deceased brother
"He has a rich uncle down there are settled up.
In
to
keep
I
wishes
he
Buppose
and
close touch with the old man."
KKNATOK I1AILKY KOVNU
TO 11K A MILLIONAIRE.
undergo
to
have
Thaw
The
Jurors
Austin. Texas: An amazing fea
as least one thing that Is a hard ture
of the Investigation in the case
ship on a New Yorker. They are of Senator
Bailey is the disclosure
not allowed to read what the news that he Is a very rich man, having
papers say about the trial.
become so during the past six years. tlcally maintained until Archbishop
The story printed in the St. Louis Vllatte appeared on the altar In the
The Result.
several weeks ago robe and mitre of an archbishop.
proud
pnper."
editor,
said
the
"Our
"LOOK HERE. MR. EDALJI. THERE'S HORSE HAIR BEEN HERE.'
stating that Mr. Bailey Is now a mil Instantly the din began again with
any
printing
account
the
not
of
"Is
SAID THE INSPECTOR.
lionaire Is apparently confirmed.
redoubled force, almost drowning his
Thaw trial."
H. Klrby, the lumber trust words. Nevertheless he calmly conJohn
seen
I
haven't
so?
"Is that
may change
magnate, has testified that he em tinued, saying he had been a missionfew feet of him, the whole house careful consideration
years, but no savployed Ballcy to engineer and steer ary for thirty-si- x
was locked up, and the outside was one's view as to who It is who Is lately."
somo colossal business enterprises age tribe had ever prevented him
watched by constables, who saw no damned by It. The police claimed
A
Tip.
Hot
one leave it. By the police evidence that they discovered horse hairs upfor which he was most liberally com sneaking, and concluded, "Even to
There Is likely to be a debate on pensated, receiving, according to Mr those who interrupt and revile me, 1
on the coat.
"On the sleeve," says
there were no less than twenty men
question
Aaron
"Was
the
Burr
Campbell.
found
"I
I
scattered about waiting for the of- Inspector
Klrbv. $214,000 fur three sales of say I will not excommunicate.
brownish hairs, which look like horse Traitor?" between R. Reese, of New stock.
During the years 1902-- 3 wish you no 111 will. Ood be with
fender.
Herron,
Cumberland,
Foster
and
There are some on now."
Klrby paid him $149,000 for serv you. Amen."
And yet upon that night a pony hairs.
very clear the high school. Carrollton (O. Ices, which, from the evidence, were
A score or more of other persons
had been destroyed at the Oreat Now, let us listen to the
Press.
Free
very dillicult and must have required were then ejected before Archbishop
Wyrley colliery. Sergt. Parsons gave statement of the vicar upon the sub
a great deal of his time,' One of Vllatte proceeded with the celebraevidence that he saw the pony, ap- ject. I translate it In full:
TIm; ('limine Old Iliiu (iootl.
these sales was stock In the Klrby tion of pontifical mass, In which he
"On Aug. 18, 1903, they called at
parently all right, at 11 o'crbek at
passed
of
Gibbons,
Dennison,
Geo.
Durnight. It was very dark, but he was the vicarage at about 8 o'clock in through on No. 3 Saturday. George Lumber company for $1,650,000 to observed the Catholic rites.
ing the elevation of tho host, the
not far oft it. It was a wild night, the morning, and, in compliance with was a small boy when he left West Pierce, Yoakum & Campbell.
Edalji showed Lafayette.
Mrs.
militant Catholics, Insteud of kneelwith rain coming In squalls. The their request,
Hut now he Is 6 feet
In
ing, climbed into their chairs.
rain began about 12. and cleared them a number of garments belong 2 and other dimensions In propor mystf.ry siiRorns tiii:
FATE OF VOUX; WOMAN the meantime the police had cleared
about dawn, being very heavy at Ing to her son, Geo. Edalji. As soon tlon. West Lafayette (().) Indicator
Washington, Pa.:
The body o the streets outside the church and
times. On the 18th, at 6:20, a lud as they saw the old coat they began
Miss Frances Martin, 18 years old there were no demonstrations as the
named Henry Garrett, going to his to examine It, and Inspector CampMcmlier,
ton
All
An
ml
'I
Warm
was found in a room In the Forest congregation left.
work at the colliery, observed that bell put his finger upon one place
Mr. Will Green, a brother of Mrs building.
street
in
North Main
the pony was Injured. "It had a cut and said that there was a hair there Geo. Beckett's, the father of triple
"The blood Mrs. Edaljl told him that It was not and a good fiddler, who lives In th Whether she was murdered has no Dltl SKKN MAN SLAYS
on the side," he said.
yet been determined.
HIS OWN MOTHF.K.
It a hair, but a thread, and Miss Ed- mountains, who has been visiting
was tricking from the wound.
A young man named John Innes,
was dropping pretty quickly." The alji, who was present then, remark Hope went back to his mountal
Duluth, Minn.: According to a re
with whom Miss Martin attended the port received by Sheriff Bates, David
alarm was at once given. Constables- ed that It looked like a 'roving. home Monday.
Hope correspond
Lyric theater the previous night, ha Alio, a young Flnlander living near
appeared upon the scene. By half- This was all that Inspector Campbell ence, Artesla (N. M.) Advocate.
been arrested and Is being held t Tovoli, on the Duluth, Mlssabe &
past eight Mr. Lewis a veterinary had said to them about the hair bethe action of the coroner.
await
surgeon, was on the spot. "The fore I came down. When I saw him
Northern branch to Bovey, shot and
grieves nn- - to
it," sal
The body was discovered by John Instantly killed his mother when she
wound," he deposed, "was quite he told me that he had found horse the"It president of the admit
clu
woman's
V. Cook, stage, manager of the Lyrl
fresh, and could not have been done hairs upon the coat. The coat was "but the truth Is that our society
took him to task for spending his
across an all-- ' earnings in riotous living. He was
further than six hours from the then spread out upon the desk in not in so flourishing a condition as theater, which Is building,
In whle
time he saw It." The least learned the study. I asked him to point out it was a year ago. Interest In th from the Forest
drunk at the time of the tragedy.
There ure indication Aho had been working In Bovey and
of laymen might be sure that if the the place where the hairs were to organization Is dying and our mem Cook lives.
that the girl died in the Lyric the had accumulated
pony was standing bleeding freely be seen. He pointed out a lower bershtp Is falling
quite a little
off.
ater building, anil that her body wu money, with the major portion of
at six It could not have been so all part of the coat, and said, 'There's must bo done to revive theSomcthln
club.
then taken across a little bridge which he stocked up on liquors. The
night, as the dral.i must have ex- a horse hair there.' I examined the
"I agree with the president," said
hausted It. And here, on the top place and said, 'There Is no hair one of the members, "and as a ste which connects the theater and th bottles were packed In u big tele
d
scope and with his
saloon
of this obvious consideration, Is the here at all.' Some further conver- to arouse Interest and Increase th Forest building.
Cook and his wife say they canno he and some of his cronies got lightopinion of the surgeon, that the In- sation followed, and then suddenly membership, I move that the annua
body
account for the presence of the
ing drunk at a shack In the woods.
jury was Inflicted within six hours. he put his finger upon another place dues be reduced from $10 to $9.98
in their room, as they did not know At the conclusion of the orgle the
Where Geo. Edaljl was during tnose on the coat nearer to where I was
was
carrled(
motion
the
The
amid
Miss Martin nor had they ever seen entertainer and
six hours has already been shown standing, and, drawing two straight
entertained were
of the enthusiastic members, her before.
exam crazed with alcohol.
A
Several Im
beyond all possible question or dis- - lines with his finger, he said, 'Look cheers
a
brighter
raw
who
at
hand
future
lnatlon was held by Dr. Shannon, bu promptu prize lights were pulled off
pute. So already the whole bottom here, Mr. Edalji, there's horse hair
he refused to make a statement and then the entire party started for
has dropped out of the case; but, here." I looked at the place for a ( l,(NMi SALOON'S IN
There were no marks on the body In- Aho's home. His mother refused to
none the less, the indefatigable po- - moment, and, in order to have more
STATU
OF
AIICA
Illlll
Coroner W. H.
dicating violence.
his riotous compan
lice ent on with their prearranged llght upon It, I took up the coat with
Mex.,
Chihuahua,
Feb. 6. The Slpo and District Attorney Under- let him in with
both my hands and drew nearer to new
campaign.
Ions.
This angered him and he
eflaw,
which
went
saloon
Into
say
case,
Investigated
the
rushed past her Into the house, seizThat it was prearranged is evi- the window, and after carefully ex- fect the first of the year, has brought wood, who
dent, since it was not on account of amining It I said to him, 'There Is, about the desired result. Many sa- It is a mystery. Miss Martin for ed a revolver and shot her four
Is
evidence, but In search of evidence, to be sure, no hair here. It Is a loons, especially those of the worst merly lived at Indiana, Pa., and It
times, two of the bullets passing Into
that the constables raided the vlcar- - clear surface.' He then said that he class, have been closed. Here In Chi- said her mother and sister still live her body, a third Into her arm und
age. The young lawyer had already wanted to take the coat with him, huahua It is said that over thirty have there.
another into her head.
Tho sight of his mother In a
started for r's day's work In Iilrni-- 1 and I said, 'You can take the coat. been closed and about fifty more litT)i.F.itAN
i
i:
Ingham. The startled parents were I am satisfied there is no horse hair tle "cantlnas" will have to quit busl-nrs- s. ri:i K.KH s
heap upon the floor brought the
FSTKl)
young!
IN
PARIS. drunken man back to his senses and
upon It."
MAMI
ordered to produce all the
necessary police and board
The
or
presence
tin;
tne
Only
"Now I have said It over and over of health inspection of these places
Paris:
ho vllh llls friends, picked her up
man's clothing. The mother was
asked lor his dagger, but could pro- - attain, and I sny it here once more, has been a big Job, consequently some police prevented a riot at the nw ulll )a, (ler on a t.(jt but life was
monastery,
has
which
already extinct.
duce nothing more formidable than that there was absolutely no horse of the saloons that will be closed are Iturnabitu
a botany spud. A hunt was made hair upon the coat. If there had permitted to "run over until the auth- been rec hristened t he Church of the
French
where
the
for weapons, and a set of razors be- been any I cnuld not have failed to orities can get nt them. The city au Holy Apostles,
iATil.i;siiiP om:;ox is
longing to the vicar were seized, see It, and both Mrs. Edaljl and Mis thority's, however, have obliged all Apostolio Catholic church was InauTO Hi: MODIItMZI.D
Some were said to be wet a not un- Edalji looked at the coat at the same saloons to come to time about closing gurated.
Washington: The battleship Ore
attempt
of
the
announcement
any
sort at lo o'clock at nignt and at 2 p. m.
Tho
common condition for razors in the time and saw no hair of
gon Is to be modernized and Secre
to organize a schism has stirred up tary Metcalf announced that he h
morning. Dark spots were perceiv- upon it."
on Sundays.
organwho
Catholics,
was
then and
the militant
ed upon the back of one. but they
Their obvious course
authorized tho expenditure of $1.- ized a hostile reception with the Inproved upon chemical
examination there to send for a referee the po- - HAIR llli:si:iC AM) CHIROPO000.000 out of the naval repair fund
up
breaking
services.
the
tention of
to be rust stains. Twelve men quart- lice doctor, or any other doctor and
DIST.
for that purpose. Of the best type
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No. Hand bills were distributed containered the small garden, but nothing picking samples of the hair from the
of warship when she was launched,
deenair,
popular
a
of
In
ing
an
the words
coat to have sealed them
was found.
209 West Railroad avenue. Is prethe Oregon Is almost obsolete, and
wlt-neof
s
Archbishop
bead
Vllatte,
scribing
to
pared to give thorough scalp treatThe clothes, however, were a more velope, calling the newcomer
to make her equal to modern war
movement
Catholic
independent
corns,
the
when and where they had been ment, do hair dressing, treat
serious matter. One coat was seized
extensively
overhauled.
be
must
monkey,
American
an
as
America,
must
in
proceeding
by the police and declared to be obtained.
Such a
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
The changes to be made will be simpublic
of
minister
M.
nothBrland.
by
massage
gives
damp. This Is vigorously denied
silence all doubt. Hut they did
treatment and mani- whom
ilar to those ordered for her sister
the vicar, who handled the coat be- ing of the kind. What thy actually curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara Instruction and worship, desired to ship, the Indiana, the most Importpope.
upup
coat
a
French
carry
to
make
did do was
fore It was removed.
tion of complexion cream builds
of the
the substitution of balpersons were ant being
Several thousand
witnesses the skin and Improves the complexThe coat, however, was not one on which three reputable
anced elliptical turrets for the presof
scores
church,
and
no
inoutside,
hairs.
the
Edaljl
were
outside
used
ion,, and Is guaranteed not to be
which
and the have sworn there
ent round turrets, which cause the
a hair others protract. the already crowd- ship to heel heavily when all four if
evidence of Mr. Hands was called to The coat then disappears from view jurious. She also prepares
commencInterruptions
ed
worn
church.
not
prevents
meantime
it the for twelve hours. In the
dan
show that he had
tonic that cures and
guns are pointed over
the big
night before, it was an old house- the pony has been put out of Its druff and hair falling out; restore! ed as soon as Father Roussin, the the same side of the ship. The alcoat, so stained and worn that it Is pain, and a portion of its hide cut life to dead hair; removes moles, pastor of the church, began his ser- terations will be made at the Puget
not likely that an ambitious young off with the hairs attached, and also warts and superfluous hair. Also a mon, welcoming he approaching Sound naval station, where the Oreprofessional man w ould, even in the secured by the police. The coat had face powder, a freckle cure and pirn Catholic Independence and the dawngon has been lying since her return
lamplight, walk in the streets and been taken at eight In the morning pie euro and pile cure. All of these ing of the day when "all the from the Chinese station, and will
us
po-a
will
unite
In
neighbor
of
J.
t'hrist
to
by
churches
Butter,
was
purely
vegetable
It
seen
are
his
such
the
Dr.
himself
show
preparations
consume one year.
garment.
But it was these very lice surgeon, at nine In the evening, compounds. Have Just added a vl In Christian charity."
When he thanked Archbishop Vlstains which naturally attracted the At that hour Dr. Butter picked 29 brator machine for treatment of
Ijiiiic Back.
attention of the police. There were undoubted obvious horse hairs from sculp, face ami cure of wrinkles, it latte for aiding the French Catholicsg
Is usually caused by
my-In'iiils
ailment
church,
the
first
establishing
In
some whitish
stains surely these jits surface.
rheumatism,
pains
for
is ulso used
One need not y to extreme
ho was con-- . crated by the patri- rheumatism of th' muscles nnd may
must be the saliva of the unfortunate
and massage.
They were duly tested, and elusions.
arch of Anlloch. the successor of St. t,e cured by appling Chamberlain's
It Is to be remembered
Peter, a shout in the rear of the edi- Pa In Balm two or three times a day
proved to be starch stains, probably that the mere carrying of hide and $
The Citizen Print Shop Is
fice. "He is excmmunlcated." was and rubbing the parts vigorously at
from fish sauce or bread and milk. coat together may have causeil the
if this does not
teral tumult, and each application.
where you can get the most for
the signal for
Hut there was something still more transference of hairs, or that the of- relief, bind on a piece of flan-t- o
your money. We print every.
omrnous upon this unhappy coat. ficers may themselves have gathered
Father ltoussln finally was compelled affordslightly
dampened
with Pain
thing but greenbacks and pott- ask that the police be summoned. nel
There were, according to inspector hairs on their clothes while examinwere expelled Balm, and quick relief Is almost sure
age stamps. Either phone.
) About fifty and quiet
Campbell, "dark red or brown stains, ing ttie pony, and so unconsciously
by
all druggists.
was prac- to follow. For sale
from the church
light cuff much more stained than transferred them It the coat. But
The following articles of Incorpor
a Hon have been filed with Territorial
Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Kahn-Bec- k
company.
Principal
Place of business In New Mexico at
Capital
Silver City, Grant county.
stock, $100,000; divided into 1.000
shares of the par value of $100 each.
Object, dealing In crackers, candy
and macaroni. Duration, fifty years,
The corporation was organized under
and filed
the laws of California
amended articles of Incorporation to
comply with the laws of New Mex

j

All Other Shoes

at 10

Per Cent Discount
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Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

K)0000000OttO000

Wm . CHAPLIN

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.
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Post-Dispat-

life-size-

post-morte-

Vehicles
.AND...

Harness i
at Reduced
Prices.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corner Flrtt Gtrttt and Tlara

oeoooooooooKooo
oooococxdooooooj
Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils

Few Words

A

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He

says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we- ar

--

j

11

i
i

and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for J55.00.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

No.

212

.

P.

Iron and Brass Castings;

HLL.

North

Second

Albuquerque, N. M.

C0000C00090000:

Foundry and

Albuquerque

j

1

it

Avenaa

Machine Works

froprlmtor

Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Rmpmlrm on Mining mnd
Maehntry m Boom mitt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, X. M.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENrXT 10 BANK OF
COkMERCE.

At Consistent

NUE

Prices

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
6.50
PER TON

j

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408 Wist Railroad

WOOD
.......

John

S.

Beaven

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Avnu

W. L. TRIMBLfc & CO.
LIVF.UY.

con-anim-

BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
.$2.25 AND $275
FOR

c.
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FF.FD AND
STABLES.

Mules Bought and

E--

c

hanged.

BF.ST TOCUNol'TS IN' TUB CITY
Second Street, between Kallroad and
Copper Avenue.

2LLBUQTTEHQUE

TAttR roCB

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Published Dally and WerkV.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
V.

8. BTKlCKLKIt,

President

W. T.

MK'HKItillT,

Business Manager.

A LOAFER ELECTRIFIED
C. S. Hank., tho statistical wlr.ard of the Interstate
rommerce commlixtun, who Is collertlna; facti of rail
way abuses Into a convenient henp, with dynamite and
a short fuse under It, must seem to the ordinary mind a
striking example of strenuoslty. He has all the railway
managers of the country Jumping to keep their records
out of his reach, and has the whole country on the
jump to keep up with his startling disclosures. Sleep

He plans

less .lmself, he won't let anybody else sleep.

like a, dreamer, but executes like a cyclone. His enthusiasm Is amaslng, his energy something seldom heard
of In public office.
Yet, only a few months ago this man Hanks, now
a human dynamo, was a loafer. Thus President Koose-vecharacterised him. He was rich, and thought this
food reason why he need not work. He looked about
htm and saw that practically ail who worked were

lt

Ho observed the lawyer noisily
working for money.
crying for Justice, tat accepting either side of any case
offered him for money. He watched the doctor making his rounds to relieve pain with a sharp eye n his
accounts. He noticed that the preacher with his head
in heaven can still hear the call" of a larger salary,
was fascinated not with
lie saw the
posMesslon of his millions, but with the game of making
more and more.
Hanks, though a loafer, was not so Indolent but
that he clearly perceived the great truth that but for
tho desire for money little of the world's work would
rver be done. Hanks already had more money than a
lasy man could spend. And why should he work for
that of which he already had more than enough?
Leave the work for those who need the money that
"was his policy; and for a rich loafer it was not a bad
ne. Hut by a wise provision of Providence, the human
xnind will not loaf, though the body may. It will not
submit to any man's bidding to be still. It will not be
Imprisoned In an idle body, but fares forth and tours
the world. Hanks' mind, active and alert, rebelllously
defied Hanks, pried into the public wrongs committed
liy the transportation trust, and would give Hanks no
peace. His lazy body got up and followed, as one lost
in the dark makes toward a light.
Here was work to be done that Involved no possible reward in money. Indeed, Hanks Is paying his own
expense and hiring his own experts, while working for
bothlng. For "nothing?" That is what the world says
the man who gives his services free works for nothing; It Is a common phrase. But Hanks has found that
to work for the common good is not to work for nothing, but for the richest rewards this life can know
Joyousness, erthutlasm and energy that no other reward can Inspire. The amazing zeal that has turned a
loafer Into a marvel of activity springs from the fact
that he has a higher purpose than making money a
purpose to serve the public for th? sake of the service
alone. If there were more men with Hanks' elctrlcal
purpose, there would be more men with Hanks- - marvelous seal and activity.
multl-mllllonai- re

LESSON IN A CRIME
The Thaw case as presented in the newspapers from
day to day during the great trial Is bound to prove
Many good people will
nauseating to some natures.
bitterly deplore the broadcast publication of such wickedness, and think it a wanton catering on the part of a
mercenary press to the most depraved tastes of the public Many parents must abhor the idea of all the details In this shocking tragedy and In these lives of iniquity being flaunted before their Innocent boys and
Xirls.
,
But such Is human' life, which has its black
shadows of sins and sorrows that are Just as real and
Just as potential as are the high lights of virtues and
joys. We can't dissipate darkness simply by shutting
our eyes to it. We can't either as individuals or as
humanity in the mass drive blemishes from the face
by any such easy subterfuge as making a mirror thai
lies. We can't help the unfortunate and the infamous
from the quicksands by serenely contemplating the Immaculate blue sky. We may thus fool ourselves; we
way thus snuggle down amid comfortable delusions that
we and the rest of the world are good and true and
liappy, and that Jealousy, malice, murder are not of our
irphere. But we only shut our eyes against truth and
tie our hands against duty. The vice we would lgn
nevertheless exists, and Its deadly Infection can Invade
our homes and contaminate our loved ones all the more
easily because of Ignorance. Harry Thaw himself was
sealou-slnurtured and shielded by as loving and pure a
mother as ever lived.
Murder makes unpleasant reading, but It Is necessary reading to every man and woman w ho would know
life, not falsely Idealized but as It actually is.
Tho
newspaper that would not publicly expose crime, proclaim Its manifold punishments and impress upon the
popular mind as deeply as possible warnings against t,
would be faithless to its high duty, and would merit its
awlft loss of public respect and confidence. There is
much benefit to be gained from the story of this great
crime by all wise enough to see In It one of the pregnant lessons of real life. The parable of the Prodigal
Son has Influenced more people than the Sermon on the
Mount.
r.--
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ELECTED BUT IN DISGRACE
Joseph

W.

Bailey has been

10

States senate from Texas, with

the I'nited

no vote to spare.
He
will serve six more years, but his usefulness is ended,

says the Ltuluth
It has been shown
with apparent certainty that he hus grown rich as the
paid attorney of interests which needed his Influence as
much as they did his legal ability. H. 11. lingers complained that from the first day of his employment by
the Pierce OH company, u subsldiury corporation of the
tnandard. that he had "kept his feet In the trough."
It la charged that he practiced in cases before e
federal departments, and In other ways used his ottlclul
position to help his legal business.
h
If Senator Mitchell deserved
of i,e public censure that followed him to his grave; if lie and
Senator Uurton deserved a verdict of guilty at the hands
of the courts, certainly Senator Hailey, who faces documentary evidence of still more heinous offenses than
theirs. Is no longer deserving to wear the senatorial toga
or to speak In congress for the I esi pfiiplt. ,,f the
United Stater..
News-Tribun-

e.
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SOME LARGEST THINGS OFG
W.MICH KANSAS NOW BOASTS

8

l

vi

Why is the bill to elect dls;.i.

i

altorues any more

of a bit at the governor than was the bill taking from
the governor the filling of vacancies among county of-

ficials? Yet the democrat papers, including the morning paper of this city, turn almost black In the face
while they yell that the election of district attorney.!
auuld be a thrust at the govirnor.

CITIZEN.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKET

! Taste and Comfort
in Furniture.

A

Is what every one Is looking for,

and
there's not a trace of disappointment
on the face of anyone who pays us a
visit, takes the time to see our stock

WILLIAM McINTOSH,

GILA MONSTER'S

BITE DEADLY

7.75.

Sheep
receipts 15,000.
steady. Sheep $3.50iU6.70;
$4.85

ii

7.65.

tOOOOXX0OOOCOX)00OOOOOOOOOOi

Money

You may never have such another
opportunity of securing a fine dinner
set or tea set at such prices as we
ars offering them at now. lhe housewife will revel In the many choice
pieces of china, glass ware, etc., and
Kitchen ware that we have spread on
our tables at such Incredible prices.

Corner
Second and
Copper

carefully and make full inquiries as
to prices. Here Is furniture elegance
for every part of the house at prices
which surprise, until our large buying
and selling methods are understood.
Look In soon, please.

Pmldeat

SOLOMON LUNA,

A

T. C. NEAD, Treasnrer and Manaier

hi

m

J

SggL

in Albuquerque
See Ours

HMMiaHIMlsjjajjjjM

hardware co

Mcintosh
Os

Market
lambs She Is being built In the navy yard
here under the personal supervision
of the Inventor.

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Qloml, Vice President

'

E, M

Cbaa. Mellnl, Sacretary

O. Bacbechi,

Li

,

MEtlNI

Successors to

-

& EAKIN, and BACHECHI

OMMM
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$ EVIDENTLY SOMETHING WRONG
8
IN THE WORKING OF OUR LAWS $
g

)00XXXX0X00XXOOOOOOOOOOOOt

"There's something the matter with the law. maybe." It might seem that only an extraordinarily cruel
punishment could wring such an admission from the
head keeper at l.udlow street Jail, New York. Jail
keepers don't wear their sympathies
outside their
Yet the case of Henry Weinbaum, which
clothers.
called forth this strange comment, is not as extraordinary and unusual as it ought to be.
Weinbaum Is. or was, u clothes presser earning $12
a week, and supporting himself, his wire ami four children. The wife died, and Weinbaum was confronted
with the problem of looking after his :.,ur little ones
and at the same lime being away all day at his work,
lie managed It somehow for a few months, and then
got a new mother for his children on the only terms
open to him remarriage.
But there ure beauties In
the marriage and divorce system which sometimes appeal as strongly to the wives of poor devils like Weinbaum as they sometimes do to the adventurous
of millionaires.
The clothes presser's new
wife soon complained that the children made too much
work, and demanded that they be put 111 a public Institution. The father refused, and the wife left him and
his little ones and promptly applied to court for $1 a
week support, ami a Judge granted her plea.
The Si a week might have been so many millions
mi f ir as the man's ability to pay went.
The other day
lie was arrested, his arrears, with costs, amounting to
:'7.s. He was sent to Ludlow street jail until the
amount Is paid, i if course he is not earning anything
In Jail, and the prospect of his ever paying the $207.88
to say nothing of being able to look after his children,
Is remote Indeed.
The head keeper of the J. ill thinks
there may be something wrong with the law when it can
Imprison u man like this for reasons like these. But
.nuybe the jail keeper has permitted
himself to be
swayed too much by his sympathies.

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwcst for Joe. t.
Schlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, LOule Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other etandard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by ug from the best VIaertes,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries fclat
Issued to dealers only.
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AH ARAM

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,

Cheap,
Economical.
The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
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DIXON'S NEW Slit- MAKINE HESTUOYElt.
Brooklyn. Feb. 7. (Jreat secrecy
Is being observed in connection with
tho plans of the new submarine destroyer invented by Lewis Dixon, a
graduate of Annapolis und former
naval olllcer, then shipbuilder,
and
now an ollicial of the Carbon Steel
Works, of Pittsburg.
Patent rights
have already been granted In several
foreign countries. It has been stated,
however, that It will not be as large
ns a t i
lass submarine and will
be much lighter, for the reason that
it must be capable of being hoisted
on shipboard by davits.
It will be
built wholly of steel of the thinest
possible
compatible
with
plates
strength, and securely braced with
light frames. It Is claimed that the
new destroyer can hit tho mark 150
feet below the surface, a depth to
which no submarine could possibly
sink with security; forty or fifty feet
being us deep as safety will permit.

IN

kaap everything In stock to outfit tba
most fastidious bar eomplato

TO

TASTE' 700 DISHES.
New York. Feb. 7. The forty-firannual dance of the Societie Culll-nalr- e
I'hllanthropique.
better known
as the French cook's ball, will take
place In the Terrace Garden here
tonight.
There will be seven hundred persons present.
Fully seven
hundred dishes from the most celebrated public and private kitchens
in New York will bo displayed during
the afternoon, as well as tonight before the chefs make a Hank movement on them. Several chefs will be
in attendance to tell laymen how the
delicacies are prepared and explain
how they got their names. The ball
has been a great success every year,
but tonight's affair promises to outof
shine all others as the number
French cooks In this city Is annually Increasing.

,

A QIOMI.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

A. D. Johnson

t IIKKS

Treaiirer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
WHOLE BALK

PONT PAY RENT

ritENCII

I

For the

Market.
New York. Feb. 7. Prime mercanFASIIION'AULE MAHHIAGE
In a recent Issue of the Scientific American an tile paper
(fi
; money
5
6
on call
IN NEW YOI IK CITY.
article appeared, written by D. Allen Wiley, describing easy, 2 (ft 3 per cent.
New York, Feb. 7. In St. Thomas'
and Illustrating the Gila monster. The statement was
Episcopal church today the carriage
MCtnl Market.
made in the article that scientists had questioned
Have-meye- r,
New York, Feb. 7. Lead steady, took place of Miss Adaline
whether its bite was fatally poisonous, as has been
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
copper
$6.00416.30;
quiet,
$25.00Ji)
supposed. W. C. Barnes of Las Vegas, X. M., claims to
Henry O. Havemeyer, and Peter H.
25.25.
know of two cases,' in one of which death resulted.
B. Frellnghuysen.
As both parties'
are well known In society, fashionable
Mr. Barnes writes as follows:
St. Iinls Wool Market.
St. Louis. Feb. 7. Wool steady and New York turned out to witness the
"The first man was in Tombstone, Ariz. The (lilu
ceremony. Tomorrow the happy pair
was tied by the leg in a saloon as a cXirio, and a unchanged.
sail for Cuba, where the honeymoon
drunken gambler named Brown was teasing It. He
Spelter Market.
will be spent.
carelessly stuck his first two fingers Into its mouth,
St. Louis. Feb. 7. Spelter steady,
which immediately closed down on them, and could $6.50.
not be released until the reptile's head was cut off and
the Jaws cut apart. Brown suffered horrible agony for AMKHIC.W WOMK.V HKT- TK.lt JUDGES OF LINEN.
almost two days, and In spite of all efforts he died.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 7. Robert J.
"The second case was In the fall of 1889. Walter
Vail started from the Kmplre ranch, near Benson, Ariz., Walker, of Belfast, Ireland, Spinning
to ride Into town on horseback, some fifteen miles. A company has a high opinion of the
A walk of two blocks will
American woman as a Judge of linen.
short distance from the ranch a monster was sluggishexperts among Eng"Some
you many dollars, that
save
ly dragging its way across the road. Thinking to take lish and Parisian women can be deit In for a friend, he got down and killed It or at ceived In fine linen goods, but an
you are now paying to
least he thought he killed it. To carry It easily, he American woman, of any class never."
other merchants, whose
tied It on his saddle behind him, using his saddli said this man of forty years experience
expert
as
an
manufacturer, rent and expense you must
string for the purpose. As he loped along he thought
help to pay. I occupy my
to assure himself It handn't dropped off, by reaching here today. "The American woman,"
went on, "is frequently a better
around behind him with his right hand nnd feeling he
own building and am sellJudge than the Irish woman whose
for the monster.
whole life has been spent in the ing clothing
and shoes
"It was there, and not nearly as dead as he vicinity of Irish factories, and In
without rent charges.
thought. His first finger went into the reptile's mouth many cases cultivating her own flax.
clear to the knuckle, and Instantly those jaws, with I have never known an American to
the long, sharp, dagger-lik- e
teeth, closed on Vall's be imposed upon, and to this I atof
finger.
With his left hand he managed to get his tribute, the Increasing volume
knife out and cut the saddle strings, and then had to trade which Ireland is cultivating
SI6
Railroad Aw.
Mr.
the Atlantic."
Walker
dissect the head and jaws to get his finger from their across
explained that the returns show a
grip.
total increase Including yarns of
"Vail then spurred his horse into Benson and
over 1905. and $6,000,000
found an engine In the yards. A hasty exchange of over 1904. For these amounts over
telegrams with the division superintendent and Tucson 1905 and $2,500,000 over 1904, Ml.
took place, and In a few minutes he was on the en- Walker further explained that the
gine and racing over the road for Tucson, where on new trade mark which Is now being
manufac
eminent surgeon resided at that time. Vail lay ut issued to all responsible
turers will still further Increase the
death's door for two months, and that finger todav sale
of Irish goods In the Cnlted
is useless and shrivelled up from the effect of the States.
bite." Denver Republican.
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KNOWS THAT

F.H.
Strong Block

79.
37.

MN

Don't Miss It.

STRONG
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The following quotations w.
received by F. Graf & Co.. brokers.
over
their own private wires from
OOCCKOCC000C0
New York, room 37, Barnett BuildIt may be of Interest to know that Kansas hal ing:
done some big things along livestock lines In the past.
New Yoi it Stocks.
She now has the largest Improved livestock breeder' May
cotton
$9.68
association of any state In the world. This association American Sugar
132
Amalgamated
In
the
Is
a factor
Copper
has 1,000 members, each of whom
113H
American Smelters
143
development of her agriculture and livestock Interests, Atchison
com
104
and exerts a political Influence as well. This Is the Anaconda
284 14
Baltimore
and Ohio
Kansas Improved Stock Breeders' association.
...116
Brooklyn Itapld
74
Kansas has the largest county breeders' association Canadian Pacific Transit
182
In the world.
This Is the Marshall County Hereford Colorado Fuel
48
Breeders' association, which numbers over sixty mem Chicago Great Western
1614
Chicago North Western
bers each of whom owns a herd of Hereford cattle.
167
Frle
com
Z5
Kansas has the largest herd of home bred
134
and Nashville
cattlo In the world. This Is the Sunflower Louisville
Missouri Pacific
85
Hudson,
and numbers about 350 head.
herd at
Mexican
24 V4
Central
Kansas has the largest Hereford breeding estab- N. Y. C
.
127T4
lishment In the world. This Is the famous Sunny Hope National Lead
70 H
herd at Emporia .which numbers over 700 head, with Norfolk
86 Vi
Northern Pacific
164
an annual crop of about 500 calves.
44
Kansas has the largest Berkshire breeding estab Ontario and Western
131
lishment In the world. This Is located at Burlington, Pennsylvania
Beading com
124 4
In Coffey county, and produces about 1,200 pigs each
Hock Island com
26
year.
Southern Pacific
94
in
Kansas has the largest herd of Galloway cattle
St. Paul
148
the world. This Is located at Kureka, in Greenwood Southern Hallway
26
county, and numbers some 400 head of registered ani- Tenn Coal
154
Union Pacific
173
mals.
45
Kansas has the oldest Perc heron breeding estab- V. X. 8
105
lishment In the United States. This is the Whitewater U. S. 8. pfd
Con
31
Falls farm at Towanda, In Butler county. There are Greene
Granby
149
Importers who have larger studs of Percherons, b.i'. Santa Fe Copper
6
this staiment does not Include such.
Shannon
23
Kansas has the largest Percheron breeding estab- Old Dominion
67
This Is located Copper Hange
lishment tn the Louisiana purchase.
9514
115
at Wakefield, In Clay county, and includes two marci North Butte
38
that won gold medals at St. Louis and that were never Butte Coal
Nlpisslng
11
defeated In the show ring.
Kansas raised the largest fleece ever shorn from
Kansas City Live Stock.
pounds.
a sheep's back. This weighed fifty-twKansas fitv f,Vh ? l'n(ll
ro.
Percheron celpts 8,000, including 800 southerns.
Kansas developed the highest-price- d
mare In the world. This was the Imported mare He- Market slow and steady. Native steers
glna, which was matured on Kansas alfalfa, and sold at $4,251(6.60; southern steers $3.50 i)
6.25; southern cows $2.25(13.75; napublic auction for 12,600.
Kansas recently held the largest poultry show In tive cows and heifers $2.25 6.25;
the world, which Included 3,000 birds, exclusive of stockers and feeders $3.25 3 4.80;
bulls $3,0044.80; calves $3.60 7.60;
pet stock.
western fed steers $3.75 3 6.00; westKansas has the largest continuous alfalfa field in ern
fed cows S2.5;M.25.
In
the world. This Is located in Butler county and
Sheep receipts 6000, market steady.
cludes more than 2,500 acres.
Muttons $4.75r6.00; lambs $7.00Jl
Kansas has the largest creamery In the world. 7.60: range wethers $5.30(3: 6.60: fed
This Is located at Topeka, and has more than 20,000 ewes $4.506.50.
patrons, with a dally capacity of 100,000 pounds of
Produce Market.
butter.
Chicago, Feb. 7. Closing quotaLeading up to these big things and to others In
tions:
the future the most powerful Influence perhaps has
Wheat May Ml ; July
been the agricultural college of Kansas, which Is the
May 47Vi'(i; July 47.
Corn
largest In the world, with a total enrollment of 1,600
Oats May 41; July
students each year.
Pork May $17.75; July $17.82.
I.ard May $'J.74; July $10.0010
Kansas has the largest experiment station In the
world.
This Is located at Hays and includes 4,500
Illl.s $9.67; July $9.75.
acres, devoted excluvlsely to experiments in agriculture. It Is a branch of the agricultural college experiChicago Livestock.
ment station at Manhattan, and Is under the control
Chicago, Feb. 7. Cattle receipts
of Its board of regents. Medicine Lodge Crescent.
8,000. Market dull.
Beeves $4.10W
7.25; stockers and feeders $2.504.70
OOOOOCK0XXXXX)XXXXOCOOOCC0I Texans $3.604.50; calves $6.00fi

one-tent-

According to the Osborne, Kan., Farmer, the study
of agriculture is being taught in many of the schools of
Uncoln county, thanks to County Superintendent A. J.
Ktanley, who has the welfare of the schools at heart.
It is claimed that Lincoln Is the only county west of
the Missouri river In which this subject is receiving attention ill the schools, and Superintendent Stanley hus
succeeded in having the subject of agriculture taken up
III many of them.
He urges the teaching of seed selections and testing, especially of corn, soil, fertilization,
urging the necessity of fanners using ull the manure
accumulating on the farm for this purpose, and planting and growing of such plants as will lenitrogenlze thi
soli, tho preservation of soil moisture, and arousing a
general interest In all farm topics ami farm life of the
boys and girls so as to stop the Ke:i-iadrift of our
young people to the towns and cities.
Mr. Stanley bes to present some
lieves all teachers inn equip thcm-clof these points.
lie says the plan Is meeting with
much enthusiasm.

EVE5TN0

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98
GEHERaL COHTRACTQR
House moving. Well drilling and
driving.
Near Cold and Seventh. Phone 711

EAT MORE
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(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conceded today lo be the best in lhe world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BT THE...

WHITBON
MUSIC
(Established
1882.)

CO.

ij!'w

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay
from a talking
ment plan,
110 south Secrnd street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
m.-.rii-ns
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J. F. PALMER

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

f--

-

x

--

of the most nutritious
of foods
good, wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
In health. lltto in money saving, because bread Is cheaper than meats
and
Just ?s gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other flour products, always order -- lUTTFU CKKAM."

PIONEER BAKERY,
SOUTH

riRT

BTRKKT.

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND
ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.
VECC-TABLE-
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The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

O

BARNETT, Prop'r.

t 2 0 West Railroad Avenue
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 2
. s

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

HOsajOaaJOHaa

TllinDAV, FEBRUARY J,

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1907.

E1ERARDINELLI S STRLET CARS FOR

INTERESTING COMMUNICATION

FROM TERRITORIAL CAPITAL

FUNERAL

PAGE FIVE.

HIGHLANDS

This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

WHEN SANTA FE MOVES YARDS

I

Correspondent Has Evidently Gotten
Onto the Curves of Representative Ruppe.

OG

M.

Anonymous Letter Possibly
Written From Las Vegas.
Bears Railway Post Mark.

1

Before departing for Washington,
C, last night, Hon. H. A. Jastro
said that In all probability the Highlands would get a street enr line within a year. The placing of a line there
depends entirely on a proposition now
under consideration by capitalists.
"It may be built and It may not,"
said Mr. Jastro. "1 would not like
to say that It would or would not.
We are considering some things now
that have to do with the proposition.
If these things should develop as we
hope, the line will be built. If not.
why, It won't be built right away. I
have hopes that It will."
M. O. Chadbourne, who will take
entire charge of the company's business here March 1, when called up
by telephone this afternoon,
said
that the greatest obstacle In the way
of the Immediate building of the
Highland line was the crossing of the
Santa Fe tracks, which the Traction
company objects to cross so long as

Sunta Fe, N. M., Feb. 7. "The
house stands like a wall on questions
of vital Interest to the people." said
Speaker Baca last night. "The members are yotinir today just as they
lined up on the district attorney's
bill. Introduced by Mr. Ceach and I
believe they will vote that way on all
measures for the common good to the
last day of the session."
This was demonstrated when house
bill No. 23, which was introduced by
Mr. Holt, and which disqualifies members of the legislature from accepting
appointive Jobs from territorial officials and thus to prevent the use of
public offices as bribes to Influence
legislation, was reported
with the
recommendation that It be pased, by
the committee having It In charge.
The bill passed the house by a vote
of 16 to 7. Mr. Dennlston. who was
understood to favor the bill, being
absent.
However, the usual How of oratory
resulted, coming this time not from
the "reform the other fellow" side
but from a democrat, Mr. Hudspeth.
He stated that he could see gentle little plan to cast dark and unrighteous
reflections upon the governor and
other territorial officials. He said
that he considered these officials too
pure of mind, too high of morals and
to patriotic and gentlemanly no matter how much they might desire certain legislation, to use Buch means to
secure It. The picture of a democrat
upon the floor of the house defending
members of the opposing party was
something of an odd sight even In
New Mexico, where at one time or another about everything In the line of
territorial administration and politics
have been tried. After Mr. Hudspeth
had finished his burst of Indignation,
Mr. Holt secured recognition. "The
gentleman from Dona Ana county
has already won a place in this assembly as an able tulker, a 'heady'
legislator and one who knows how
to take care of himself whether in
debate upon the floor or in the caucuses and committee meetings." He
then went on to say that In no way,
manner or means did he Intend
council bill No. 23, the "skldoo"
measure, as his friends call It, as a
personal shot or retaliatory measure
directed at any individual. He commented upon the fact that it was
doubtless gratifying to see a- member
of the opposing party eulogizing and
defending a chief executive of New
Mexico but he added: "What
we that public ofices Will
not be used as bribes to secure legislation ? None.
"What assurances have we that on
some future day there may not be
a democrat among the territorial officials ?" (Hudspeth did not reply.)
"No," thundered Mr. Holt, "that
bill is right In principle, It Is worthy
of a place on our statute books and
It is no disgrace to the members of
this house to vote for it.
"I can see no distinction whatever,
between bribing a man with $1,000
or with an office worth $1,000 for his
vote on matters of legislation.
"I do not charge that any territorial official has used this means to secure legislation. I do not know that
any official has done so. I do say,
however, that it is right now currently reported upon the streets of
Santa Fe that a certain official of this
territory sent for a member of this
assembly and offered him the appointment to any office In this beautiful capitol budding if he would
vote against certain legislation which
is for the good of the people. I have

also heard It reported that two other
members of this legislature have been
approached.
similarly
TO THE
EVKRLASTINU 1IONOU OF THIS
ASSEMBLY AM) TO TIIF.SK MEN
HE IT 8AII) THAT THEY KPl UNEI
THESE OFFERS.
"In conclusion I will say that It Is
the duty of this assembly to pass this
bill and I do not believe any one
would want to go on record as opposing It."
It was "Llttlefleld" Huppe's turn
next. Mr. Huppe is Just naturally
No matter what It Is, he
talkative.
endeavors to get a word or two In
and the members of the house patient and long suffering accord him
a respectful silence which he bombards the atmosphere with "gobs" of
with this
English. In connection
measure. Mr. Huppe said that there
was not a member of the assembly
who was not proof against the attempts to bribe, if attempts there
were. He said Mr. Holt admitted that
three had been tempted and that not
one fell. He said the bill was a reof the
flection upon the members
legislature even more than upon the
territorial officials and that he was
opposed to It in any manner, shape
or form. The members of the house
sighed and the bill went merrily on
Its way by the customary vote of 16
to 7, with Mr.
Dennlston absent.
Those who opposed the measure were
Abbott of Colfax, Hudspeth, Lucero
y Montoya, Moran, Mullins, "Little-field- "
Ruppe and Walters.
ON THE FLOOR.
It is said "Llttlefleld" Huppe. the
lingualistlc member of the house
from Hernallllo has another and
greater ambition than that of abolishing gambling in New Mexico. Ruppe, It Is asserted, aspires to be the
leader of a minority in the house and
also to have a seat close to the driver
To
on "The Journal's Bandwagon."
date, however, the busy "reformer of
the other fellows" has been so occupied In trying to rake together a minority to lead, composed of the few
democratic members and fellow reformers of the other fellow" that he
has not had much time to do anything
for Bernalillo county. Not that he
would not do all In his power for his
Yes, he would talk all
constitutents.
day on the floor of the house If necessary and not consider it a hardship.
Something beside a talk, however, is
needed In the present assembly. It Is
good, hard, conscientious "plugging"
for the people's Interests and the future of the republican party. It Is
feared here that the valient captain
his amwill never live to realize
bitions politically.

-

assur-ance'.Jia- ve

ROMERO CHOSEN TO FILL
CHAVES' UNEXPIRED TERM

Following the passage of this resolution, it was stated by a prominent
member of the house that despite the
statements to the contrary, the $15.-00- 0
appropriation would not be needlessly exceeded and that the members
of the assembly were Jointly determined to hold all expenses to the
minimum. If it Is found necessary
as It doubtless will be a number of
employes now on the pay roll will be
discharged and the session will be
continued short handed. The expert
help today is not able to keep up with
the duties assigned. The translators
.are working at night and several of
the best stenographers threaten to resign. While there has been howl after
howl about padded pay rolls not only
In New Mexico but In the states, this
is the first Instance where the employes have In many cases been actually underpaid.

I
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Albuquerque from her home In Toledo. She was advised of his serious
Illness by wire, nut has not yet learned of the death of her son.
QU1CKEL

HOARD OF t'OFNTY

COMMISSION-WIlU'II.D AN-

DECIDE TO
OTHER NEW DAM.

morning at the Church of the Immaculate Conception. Father
said mass for the soul of the
departed and the obsequies were Im
cortege,
pressive.
The
funeral
which left the home at 1101 North
Second street, was several blocks
long. The orders of which Mr. Berardlnelll was a member were repreBurial
sented In the procession.
was at Santa Barbara cemetery,
where the eulogy for the deceased
was delivered by Charles Tartaglla.
At 9 o'clock last night the coroner's Jury decided upon a verdict,
which was substantially that Benedetto Berardlnelll came to his death
as the result of a gun or pistol shot
fired by Antlmo Pettlne.
Justice of
the Peace W. W. McClellan sat as
coroner and conducted the Inquest.
The report of the physicians who
conducted an autopsy at the undertaking establishment yesterday afternoon, where BerardlnelH'a body lay,
was of a technical nature. It substantiated the first impression of the
doctors that the bullet had penetrated the abdominal aorta, which produced an Internal hemorrhage causing death.
Sheriff Armijo and Assistant Chief
of Police Kennedy, who have been
searching the mountain country adjacent to Bear canyon, for Pettlne.
returned to Albuquerque late last
night, thoroughly convinced that the
man who brought the tidings that
the fugitive was seen In that neighborhood told a deliberate untruth.
The search Is being kept up In Albuquerque, however, and there is a
prevailing Impression that Pettlne Is
being secreted here, or Is in hiding
close by.
There Is a persistent rumor afloat that Pettlne has friends
who are lending him assistance. It
Is believed that he has about $400 In
his possession, and the police believe
this will possibly delay his capture
by assisting
to elude the
him
la

DIRECTORS MEET
At a meeting

of the directors of
terday
the Commercial club, held
afternoon at the club house. Messrs.
George L. Brooks and W. It. Chll-der- s,
recently appointed a committee to confer with certain important
eastern
interests contemplating In
vestment In this locality, reported
encouragingly regarding the matters
under review.
There were present
at the meeting besides Messrs.
Brooks and Chllders, W. P. Johnson,
O. N. Marron, Wallace Hesselden, W.
S. Hopewell, W. S. Strlckler and M.
W. Flournoy.
The meeting also had under consideration the addition of new members to the roll of the club's membership, as a result of which the following were added to the nssoclate
list: Henry H. Graham, Oeorge R.
Kressler, R. E. Pellow and (!. A.
Brink.
A committee was appointed to cooperate with President Tight, of the
University of New Mexico, In securing If possible an astronomical observatory to be placed on the summit
of the Sandla mountains, and to be
operated as an adjunct to the university.
The subject has attracted
considerable attention on account of
the peculiarly favorable conditions
obtaining In this region', and it is
hoped that the help of wealthy persons Interested In astronomical research can be obtaiued in aid of the
project.
The following are the
members of the committee; W. P.
Metcalf. E. S. Stover and F, W.
Clancy.

officers.

The anonymous letter, written In
Italian, which Is supposed to have
been the dlrectcause of the quarrel,
was dated from Las Vegas.
It does
not bear a Las Vegas postmark, however.
The letter might have been
mailed on any Santa Fe train between La Junta, Colo., and Albuquerque, as It bears the postmark of
The Engthe railway mall service.
lish version of the missive, which
was full of Invective and accusations
reflecting upon Berardlnelll and his
Immediate family. Is too Indecent for
publication. It would easily lay the
writer amenable to federal laws prohibiting the transmission of obscene
matter in the malls.
ANN I' A I. CONVENTION

OF WOMEN'S CIA HS.
Bakerstield, Cal., Feb. 7. There
was a very large attendance at the
annual convention of the State Federation of Women's Clubs which commenced here yesterday afternoon,
when Mrs. Robert Porter Hill, the
president, opened the proceedings.
The annual report showed that the
federation was organized in Los An
geles In 1900 as a result of an Invitation extended by Mrs. Robert J.
Burdette to the club women of the
state, which was then divided Into
six districts.
The objects were the
advancement of women in all directions that tend to make better
wives, mothers, teachers and busi
ness women. The membership now
being
Is over 1,300, the federation
the most Influential women's organization In California. There are 179
towns and
clubs located In ninety-si- x
cities. In view f the present widely
agitated Japanese
school question
the report of the committee on education which will be made tonight, is
awaited with much Interest.
It Is
expected that the convention will
take a decided stand In the mattPr.

SEATS BICYCLE EXPERT

Jose Romero has been appointed
justice of the peace In Precinct 13 SII.VEU CITY ENTHVSIASTS WITNESS EXCITIMi RACE, WHICH
to fill the unexpired term of J. Miguel
AI.IU'OCEROl'E
1UY WINS.
Chavez, deceased. Mr. Romero was
appointed by the board of county
The Silver City Independent of last
commissioners at their recent meetTuesday says: The past week at the
ing.
The commissioners decided to build skating rink was full .of attractions.
a second dam at Chanilsal channel on Racycle Lawrence was the attraction
the Rio (irainle upon recommenda- the latter part of the week and his
tion of Pitt Ross, county surveyor, clever performances on the bicycle
who appeared before the board with every afternoon and evening were
much enjoyed by those present. On
a blue print map showing the necessity of the dam, which will be con- Friday night there wa a fast and exstructed 2,000 feet below the one re- citing race between Mr. Lawrence on
his bicycle and Mr. C. Qulckel on
cently completed.
The dam is not to cost more than skates. It was something never seen
$2,000.
Its purpose is to turn off before in Silver City and was exciting
the spring floods at this point. The from start to finish. Lawrence got
work is to begin at once to permit the lead at the starting word and led
the dirt to settle so that the dam by a wheel length for four full
will be more solid when the flood-lim- e rounds, when ljuickri forged ahead
comes. The new dam at the and led for the next ten rounds.
Lawrence again took the lead, but
Chanilsal cost $300.
was again passed on the twentieth
round, and by dint of some fast skating yuickel held his position and finMORTUARY
ished ten feet ahead at the end of
This was Mr.
round twenty-two- .
Qulckel's Initial racing appearance
Clyde Alexander.
and he certainly made good.
Clyde Alexander of Toledo. ihio,
B.
E.
C. (Juickcl is the son of
but more recently of Kstancia, N. M., Quickel, of Albuquerque.
He was
where he had been clerking in . formerly a student at the University
store, dieil of typhoid fever at St. of New Mexico, where he was active
Joseph's hospital at an early hour in athletics. He is an instructor in
this morning after an illness of one the skating rink at Silver City, which
month. He was a cousin of t!eo. P. was taken down there from the Duke
Learnard. the will known (iold ave- City after it was blown down at the
nue music dealer and a nephew of corner of Railroad avenue and I'i'th
Fire 'hief Uurtli ss.
street, last fall, in a blizzard.
The young man was but 20 years
of age. He came to New Mexico from
SJOO REWARD.
about three years
his home in Tol-d- o
ago.
For a time he was employed
Is offered fur the capture of
at the Albuquerque pnstoftice but left
pettlne, the murderer of Beneat Estanci.i, detto Berardlnelll. Crime was comto accept a situation
where lie was taken sick about four mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Febweeks aso and came to Albuquerque. ruary 4.
He was a person of considerable
C. A. anil C. GRANDE.
intellectual attainment, being of exRobert Burns, tonight lecture-recita- l,
emplary habits and having an aptiby Prof. Crum. at Presbyter-Ia- n
tude for books anl study.
views,
Stereopticon
church.
Funeral arrangements will be dedmlsslun 25c.
cided upon when his mother reaches

An-tin- io

MONUMENT FUND.
Trenton. N. J.. Feb. 7. All arrangements are complete
for thft
holding of the great bull in the
Armory tonight in aid of the monument fund. Three thousand persons
The decorations
will be present.
of
Col. Wm. Llbbey,
cost $2,SU0.
Princeton, and three hundred stuWilcollege,
Oeneral
dents from the
bur F. Sadler, Oovernor Stokes, Oeneral Fred Orant, Mayor McClellan, of
New York, Oovernor Stuart and a
number of New Jersey and New York
congressmen have already arrived.
The affair will eclipse, anything of
its kind ever held in this state.
HARRIMAN C.ETS COAL
FROM AUSTRALIA.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 7. Several large cargoes of Australian coal
are being discharged here for the
Harriman railroads. At the docks In
Australia the coal costs $10 per ton
and it Is estimated that by the time
it is discharged here the cost totals
up to $16 per ton. The shortage of
freight cars and locomotives on the
Harriman system, however, Is such
that the railroads save money by getting Australian coal, instead of taking cars and engines from general
traffic and using them to haul domestic coal.
NEW

MIMMi

RESTRIC-

TIONS IN YUKON.
Victoria. It. C, Feb. 7. The
Issued from the gold commissioners department relating to placer
mining in the Yukon, which have
just been put into force, are bound
to cause considerable trouble with
One rule Is that any
prospectors.
person uing two powers of attorney
will be allotted the discovery claim
unless there is gold discovered on the
claim. It is said that the t.ew regulations will prevent many bona fide
from proceeding.
new-rule-

POUND KALE.
Brown mule, black legs,

1

1

EL PASO

PROPOSES

j

?

Come prepared for a bit surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.
1
v 1
In placing; our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full size or three-quartsize at
TWENTY-FIV- E
DOLLARS.
DOLLARS worth TIIIItTY-FlV.

er

E

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and Designs.

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

Railroad Avenue

OF

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

RESOURCES

A

31,508.963.79

I

LIABILITIES

Mo-ren-

Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits .

HOUSE,

FEB.

MONDAY,

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo as:
I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. 8. STRICKLER,
V. P. A Cash.
Subscripted and sworn to before me this 8th day ot

January,

Accompanied by

Correct-Attes- t:

SOLOMON

J.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the carca less

V

Directors.

J

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

of

m

Special Scenery

s

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
ws
or
vie
Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

t

"

Chas. L. Keppeler

K

)

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE' IN YOUR HOME

An Event of Unusual Artistic Importance.
The Grand Square In Rome. The Roman Senate. The Conspiracy In
Tent of
Garden. 'II 10 Great Ouarrt' Sivno In li
KriiliiH. The Plains of Phillip!.
PRICES: 75c, $1.00 and $1.50. .Scats on sale Saturday, Feb. 9th.
NOTE Mr. Hanford will appear in the cast as "Marc Antony,"
the same role he so successfully played in the famous Booth-Barre- tt
combinations for two seasons.

I)

C.

and the worries fewer.

JULIUS CAESAR
end Carload

s

LUNA,

BALDRIDOE.
W. J. JOHNSON,

Presenting Shakcsitcare's Greatest Historical Drama

xdocooooooooooo
iJSoSJSJ

A. D. 1907.

B. M. MERRITT.
Notary Public.

.

MISS MARIE DROFNAH

Production

150,000.00
69,044.31
1.299,919.61

Convenience - Comfort - Security

II

CHARLES B. HANFORD

a Strict of Btautiful Stage
Setting Showing

3

S1.60S.963.79

er

Engagement of the Eminent Actor

j

11,005,430.28
6,036. SI
13.4S1.97
117,469.31
367.60S.S3

six-tea- m

l00OO0O000OOOO0M0

40 people In the

I

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

SOUTHWEST LEAGUE

m

OPERA

Building

REPORT OFJTHE CONDITION

The ways and means committee of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
new brick
the fair association has subdivided FOR RENT Seven-roothe business men of the city to facilihouse, furnished part or whole
tate the canvass for the sale of fair
large barn and chicken house; two
stock and the canvass is quietly going
acres of land. See I. F. McCanna,
on, says the El Paso Herald.
or Mrs. P. M. Oavln.
The members of the committee ore
appealing to business men to stand by
We do it right. ROUCH DRY. Imthe project and carry it through and perial Laundry Co.
nut let petty differences retard the
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WALmovement, as was done once before. TON'S DRUG STORE.

ELKS'

. . Staab

1

Prospects are good for a legue
team in EI Paso this summer, arid
base ball enthusiasts In the territories
are falling In with the suggestion of
Frank Leake of this city, that a
league be organized, says the
r.i i iiMi iieiaiu. Air.
nils re- received answers from his letters from
Tucson, Albuquerque and Globe. A
d
letter from Morencl stated that
and Clifton would have to Join
forces and have one team between the
two cities.
The towns to which Mr. Leake addressed his letters for the purpose of
Interesting the base ball enthusiasts
are In favor of organizing a league
and w hen a meeting is called the promoters from the six towns In Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona will gather
here.
Mr. Leake believes a league of six
good teams would be a money-makfor each of the towns supporting a
fast team.
Albuquerque fans will favor any
proposition that will give them good
FOR FAIR TO BE
base ball, and will give their support
good
to any proposition promising
.ball. Albuquerque was probably the
GIVEN AT EL PASO only city in the territories that made.
good last year.

$50,000

HAL E R IN

r

New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholstering and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street

& Co,
Borradaile
i$8
$AKG&
117 W. Gold Ave.

REMOVAL
.

French Bakery

. .

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

s

weighing
about 700 pounds, with brand on
right thigh, will be sold under the
hammer at the city building, Friday
morning, Feb. 8, at 10 o'clock.
THUS. McMILLIN.
City Marshal.

1

The subscriptions have now reached a stage never equalled before and
It Is believed that at the coming meeting Friday night the $50,000 will
have been signed up.
The members of the committee
have persistently refused to hear discussions as to the site for the fair and
will leave this matter entirely In the
hands of the subscribers of stock, who
will themselves elect their own board,
who will choose the site. Friday
night's meeting promises to be well
attended.

COMMERCIAL CLUB

R M.I, IN AID OF

ON SKATES

S

the switching of trains continue to
n
avenues. The Secblock the
ond street cut, from Oold avenue to
Railroad avenue, which will do away
with one track on First street between these avenues, will be taken
hold of soon after Mr. Chadbourne
takes up his duties as superintendent.
Solomon Luna succeeds W. H.
Oreer as president of the company.
The whereabouts of Mr. Oreer are
not known here.
As a result of Mr.
Chadbourne
taking active charge of the company's
business, Frank Storti upon whom
the management devolved some time,
ago will take charge of the office work
It Is the purpose of the company to
make Traction park a popular place
during the coming summer. The ball
park and the race track will be put
In the best possible condition, and the
best attractions to be had will hold
forth at the Casino.

D.

MAN

Man-dalar-

ii

Traction Company's Business March
-- First Street Switch Must Go.

IS SAID TO BE
The funeral of the late ltenedette
Berardlnelll, who was shot Monday
JUST NATURALLY OF TALKATIVE TURN by
Antlmo Fettlne, was held this

ALBUQUERQUE

0. Chadbourne Takes Charge of IffflnTI.

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing. In the . highly polished
or satin
nninn, .1iiiuruugiiir wnII
made, with cross support! and
heavy spindles.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building
Where to Dine Well

Albuquerque,

Santa Fe Restaurant
Sight.
Open Day and

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. --

C.

IJiu lur Hfivy

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

.1.
DEALER

C.

New Mexico

HAIjDRIDGE

IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, weara
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
Pluster, Lime, Cement,
PAPER Always In stock.
l'ulnt, Gluss, Haah, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALUlAJIEWjl'E, XEW MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

ALBUQUERQUE

CONTEST

NIL

TO

Coliseum Is decorated In a unique
and original manner and there are
n
less than sixty comprehensive exhibits. The show will last for ten
days during which (time the promoters announce that two baby shows
will be held and valuable prizes given to the best' looking children.
There will also be an exhibition of
conking by gas and electricity and
There were over
other attractions.
500 Illinois dealers
In attendance
this morning when the convention
Among
opened.
the questions to be
considered are the review of the decision repealing the municipal garnishment law, consideration of the
commercial advantages of the deep
v. titer
way from the lakes to the
gulf, etc.

paratively new Industry in the t'l.lled
States, the manufacture of sujtar
from beets has progressed at a very
rapid rate during the past few years.
In 1900 there were thirty establishments engaged In the manufacture
of beet sugar, while In lflOS there
were fifty-onan Increase of seventy
per cent. Their capital In lor. wns
$55,928,459. as compared with
In 1900. The average numns
was 3,963
ber of
compared with 1970 In 1900. The
expense of running these establishments shows an Increase of 353 per
cent, while the cost of material used
Increased from $4,803,796 In 1900 to
$14,586,876 In 1905.
The value of
products shows an Increase of 233
per cent or from $7,323,857 In 1900
to $24,393,000 In 1905. Over
was distributed among the
farmers In the beet raising districts
in payment for beets, while over
000 was paid for limestone, sulphur, coke and fuel. The fifty-on- e
companies shown by the returns of
1905 were all owned by corporations.
Michigan leads the states with the
number of establishments. 19 being
In that state, with a. dally capacity
of 12.550 tons, while the second largest beet sugar (State Is Colorado with
nine establishments.
e,

$2H.-H1.7-

wage-earne-

BE FORGED
Large Deposits of Graphite
Have Been Discovered In
Quebec Province.

rs

ORGANIZED

TD EXPLORE ALASKA

Great Advance In Beet Sugar
dustry of the United States

In-

In Six Years.
Mineola.

L.

I.. Feb.

.

ter of Augusta, a nephew

John

Cut-

of, and

a

legetee under the will of the late
Bloodgood H. Cutter. Poet Laureat-of Long Inland, who died at Little
Neck, leaving more than $1,000,000,
half of which the will gave to the
American Bible society, is today con- testing the will berore Surrogate!
Jaekson. Donald De Witt, his coun- el, declares that forgery was com- milted. He says the will was filed
In another handwriting after it had
been signed and executed. The
words inserted in the second clause
rut off his client from getting a Little Neck farm valued at $150,000,
and leaves it to his son John Cutter, Jr., who lives In Brooklyn. This
insertion also cuts off three other
children of Cutter who would Inherit
the farm on his death. Harris W.
Lowne, who represented
the Bible
society, has no objection to the probate of the will. A John Cutter, who
mysteriously disappeared some years
ago leaving a wife and three children is represented by counsel. The
case is expected to occupy some time
as a number of witnesses will have
to be examined.
NEW GRAPHITE REGIONS DISCOVERED.
Quebec, Feb. 7. Owing to the supplies of graphite in Ceylon having
nearly become exhausted the discoveries of large deposits in this province are looked upon as a matter of
great importance to the country. As
there Is also evidence of the exhaustion of the supply in Bavaria It now
looks as if the world will have to
depend for Its supply from the new
graphite regions here. Mining has
commenced In Labelle and a large
grinding and refining mill Is ready to
tart at Calamut, which is In the
same region, and at Bucklingham
still more extensive work has been
undertaken.
At the latter place it
has been found that there Is some
lime mixed with the ore but millions
of dollars are to be expended in machinery to remove It.

Appetite Is Necessary In Order To
Digest What We Eat

lit ll.l

TWO

xew i.mv. machines.
7.
Wright
Yor.
i

New
Feb.
The
Brothers, who are the first men to
Might
in the air
make a successful
in a machine of their own Invention,
guests
of the memnfter being the
bers of the Aero club last night are
today ordering materials for thilr
new machine.
They stale the new
machine will be ready for flight In a
They will build two
few months.
machines but one will be used for
experimental purposes.

$2,-00- 0.

EXPEDITION

1,1,

TO ESTABLISH NEW
EAST MAIL SERVICE. ORGANIZE EXPEDITION
TO E.MAHtE ALASKA.
Dublin, Feb. 7. At a meeting of
Philadelphia.
Pa.. Feb. 7. Dr.
the Irish parliamentary party In the George
Gordon, curator of the deRotunda tonight, steps were takn partmentB. of
ethnology in the muto Introduce a bill to parliament for

seum of science and art has nearly
all arrangements made for the starting of the exnedltlon organized bv
the University of Pennsylvania to ex- plore Alaska. It is announced that
special attention will be given to
the Behrlng sea and that the habits
and customs of the people living In
this bleak region will be carefully
studied.

the establishment of the new fast
mail service between Blucksod Bay
on the west coast of Ireland
and
now
Mr. Bryce.
United
Halifax.
States ambassador, while chief secre- tary for Ireland was the first to bring,
the matter under public notice.
Within the time during his tenure of
office for the notification of propos- ed bills to the parliamentary author!- - '
ties, it is now proposed to ask parliament for a suspension of the standing orders that the way may be clear
for the promotion of the bill next
session. All the Irish members. Irrespective of party, are in favor of
the project and the new move is
creating considerable
discussion in
the county as all believe it will be
of immense benefit to the west of
Ireland without in any way interfering with Queenstown as a port
of call for the
liners
at present calling there.
trans-Atlant-

NEW SUSPENSION BRIDGE

will cost

New York, Feb.

Forty-Secon-

ic

CLAIM THAT COAST DE-

FENCES ARE INADEQUATE.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 7. Naval
complain
and military
authorities
that the cost defences of the Pacific
coast are altogether Inadequate
to
repel the attack of a hostile nation
and that In San Francisco alone there
is a deficit of more than 3.000 ofman
ficers and men to adequately
the guns which guard the entrance
to the harbor, while the same lack Is
found proportionately at all other
ports of the coast. Owing to the action of the California promotion committee a bill is now to be Introduced
to congress and it is expected that
the result of the complaints made
will be to place the Pacific coast
In complete defensive position.

RETAIL MERCAXTS HOLD
PURE FOOD SHOW.
Peoria. III.. Feb. 7. One of the
principal features at the annual convention of the Retail Merchants association In the Coliseum here today, was a pure food show planned
for the purpose of giving the people of Peoria an idea of the extent
THE UNITED STATES
BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY. of the pure food articles carried by
New York, Feb. 7. Though a com- - the Jobbers and manufacturers.
The

sa.i.ooo.omi.

7.
A new suspen-lo- n
bridge.
150
feet above high
water, with a span of 3.000 feet, the
longest in the world, and estimated
to cost $35,000,000 Is being projected here. It will probably be built
d
between Fourteenth and
streets to the New Jersey side.
However another part of the project would reduce this sum by
for the promoters also agree
to construct a small bridge close by
which would cost that sum.
,

PROMINENT ALASKAN MINER
WEDS IN NEW YORK.
New
York, Feb. 7. In the Hotel
Regis, yesterday Miss Nellie
St.
Shewan, eldest daughter of James
Shewan, was married
to Ellas S.
Clifford, of Boston. Mr. Clifford is
a hub broker and has extensive Interests In Alaskan mines. Mr. Shewan Is one of the largest owners of
dock property In the world. Mr, and
Mrs. Clifford sailed today for Europe, where the honeymoon will be
spent.
A Habit to Ilo Encouraged.
The mother who has acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
herself a great amount of uneasiness
Coughs, colds and
and anxiety.
croup, to which children are susceptible are quickly cured by Its use.
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
to result In pneumonia, and If given
ad soon as the first symptoms
of
croup appear, It will prevent the attack. This remedy contains nothing
Injurious and mothers give It to little ones with a feeling of perfect security. Sold by all druggists.

!

We notice that some of the most
eminent physicians of this country and
have mudn a study of the
process who
of digestion unite in
opinion that a kirn appetite Is a the
great aid
to proper digestion. Home even
go so
far as to s.iy th.it there must be a
Rood sharp appetite for tho food niten
In order th.it It be properly digested
and asslmll ited. Ir. J. p. pawlow'a
rssny on "The Work of the Digestive
(Hands," whii h wi.s awarded the Nobel
prize, sets forth very clearly the vulue
of sppetlte.
There Is no other such safe sure
means for rrcatltur a healthy
appetite
ns I'nbst Blue Ktbbnn Kerr taken before or with your meals, and it Is nn
almost absolute guarantee of perfect
digestion, while it tonio and food
Value cannot he overestimated.
lr. Joseph Feisler, of the Northwestern University of Chicago, In commenting uj.on this s.'ild: "1 fully believe that the moderate u.fo of good
beer nt menl times acts us u tonic nnd
Is therefore useful."
It. Feisler stands nt the bead of his
profession and his words must carry
F.rent
weight with those seeking
health.
Blue Blblinn Is such a beer as
lnhst
Dr. Feisler recommends.
It Is a product of elght-ila- y
malt, choicest hops
and pure water. pabst eight-da- y
malt
contains all the valuable food elements
of the barley In predlgested form. It
gives Pabst Heir Its rich nutrition and
the fine mellow flavor which distinguishes It from other beer. This, together with sixty yenrs of scientific
brewing, Is what has put Pabst Beer
so far In the lead. No food that comes
from the cleanest kltrhen can be
cleaner, purer and more wholesome
than this celebrated beer.
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SAYINGS
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With Ample Mem

It'll

Bj&ak

and Unaurpaaaatf Facilities.
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Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Sellclts

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Sola-mo- n
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE KY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orricmrtm and oimmeroRm
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB

3

ALBUQUERQUE,

CAPITAL.

....

k

MILWAUKEE

STERN, SCHLOSS & CO.. Wholesale Dealers, Albuquerque, NeW Mexico.

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facilities
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banking
Business.
MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
HERNDON, Cashier; ROY McDONALD. Assistant Cashier.

O. N.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

NW4

SW,

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Sec.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE
as to the best purchasing place for
finlHhed building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard Is
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.
RIO

y
Faustiu Garcia, Pedro Garcia
Garcia, Carlo:! Lopez and Jose Grlego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
If you want resu!t In advertising,
trv an
Citizen want ad.

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO,

Corner Third ana Marquette

OIK(rOtOt)t)tKOe
A).
OLD RELIABLE."

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M..
has tiled notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9297, made May 1, 1906, for the
SVi SW4, Sec. 19, and N hi NWK.
Sec. 30, Tp. 9.V. Range 6E., and that
said proof will be made before H. W. 5
S. Otero, United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:

ill

NEW MEXICO

SURPLUS FUND . .

ESTABLISHED

m

187J.

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largeot and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In

ar

i J.

$500,000.90
$250,000.01

STATE NATIONAL BANK

MANUEL n. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE I OR PURLICATION.

...

J"'v

Director

Depositor, (or Atchison, Topeks ft Santa Fe Rallwa, Company

ar

Department of the Interior, United
.States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproor In support
of his
claim, viz:
Homestead
entry No.
9679. made July 17, 1906, for the
SWi NV;. NWVi SWU. Sec. 1,
and N'.i SlCi. See. 2, Tp. 9.V., Range
bi.., and that said proof will be made
before the I'nited States Court Commissioner, II. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M.. on March 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Wneesliido Grlego Josa Armenta.
Rafael Griego and Jose Grlego y
Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PURLICATION.

MILWAUKEE

Assistant Cashier

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

slz:
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Deldonado,
Cldilo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
of Chillll, N. M.

I

Caahler

R. A. FR03T
H. F. RATNOLDS

Tp. 8N'., Range 7E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
Otero. United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 15, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

til!

President
vice President

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

6,

Wiener as a Table Beverage

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO.,

ALLOWED

ar

Sec. 12, Tp. 8N., 6E.,
NWVi, Sec. 7, and SW14

beer must be good.

The hop bitters act as an appetizer and digestant and the malt is nourishing and. "foody."
The result is eminently satisfying. Nature knows the value of Blatz Wiener as a dietetic.
Intelligence fosters Nature's demands. As a culinary adjunct Blatz Wiener is the beverage
par excellence. It gives you that well fed feeling. Order a case sent home.

NEW MEXICO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

NE4,

health inspiring, appetizing, nourishing the

Blatz Wiener beer possesses every element of beer quality. Its very fragrance and "body" suggests at
once the honesty of its ingredients. The Vitality of the
malt and the aromatic properties of the hops are manifest in every glass. The Blatz method of preparing the malt and
original style of brewing accomplish certain results peculiar to
Blatz Beers this is the secret ofBlatz character.

INTEREST

Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

five-ye-

7L
Lfti

....

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Eduar-d- o
Carter of Chilili, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
entry No.
6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EVi

t's

LSUVl

ALBUQUERQUE

viz:

j

klT

o)

0.

MONTEZUMA TRUST

ar

lf

r?nn

Department
f the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Lula
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, vis: Homestead entry No.
9220 made April IT, 1906, for the
NWK SEV4, NEK SW14, Sec. 19,
Tp. 90N., Range 6E., and that aald
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

ar

cuiupuicu that
i

NOTICE FOR rtmLfCATTON.

Mel-cho-

nf all ihf rvfr
consumed in the world today is
taken with meals. Whether it be
with the laborer's cold lunch, the
repast or the home
spread," observing ones must concede to good beer, the place it has
won as the nation's health beverage.
bon-vivan-

l

lm

Thursday, February t, imt.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
Grlego y Garcia of Camenter. N. M..
has filed notice of his Intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9678 made Julv 17. loss, tnr
the BE VI SEV4, Sec. 36, Tp. 10 N.,
uange k and lot 1 and SEhi NEVi.
Sec. 2. and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Range 6E.. and that said nrnof will
be made before United State Court
Commissioner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the fnllnwlnar
rltnaaa
to prove
his continuous residence
CHINESE TO AID EEL- upon, ana cultivation of, the land,
m
LOW COUNTRYMEN.
New York, Feb. 7. At a largely viz:
Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
attended meeting of Influential Chi- Rafael
Grlego and Carlos Grlego, all
nese in the Chinese reform league
rooms, Chatham Square last night it of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
was decided to start a fund for the
Register.
relief of those in China who are on
o
the verge of starvation.
The ChiNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
nese Reform Gazette has opened Us
columns for subscriptions and states Department
of the Interior, United
that oing to the serious straits to
States Land Office.
which the people have been reduced
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
rebellion Is not at all unlikely.
Notice Is hereby given that
ir
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
BOAT LINERS FOR
his filed notice of his intention to
JAM ESTOWN EX POSITION. make final five-yeproof In support
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 7. The New of his claim, viz: Homestead
entry
York Shipbuilders company of Cam- No. 9298, made May 1, 1906, for the
den, N. J., Is building a fine passen- SEH NW14 and NVi SWV4, Sec. 30,
ger steamship for the Chespeake Tp. 9N., Range 6E.,
and that said
Steamship company, which will be proof will be made before
W. S.
operated for night trips between Bal- Otero United States court II.commistimore, Old Point Comfort and Nor- sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
folk during the exposition.
The March 6, 1907.
Jamestown Steamship company has
He names the following
been organized and have been char- to prove his continuous witnesses
residence
tered to operate steamers along the upon, and cultivation of, the
land,
coast. Four steamers are being pre- viz:
pared for this service. They will
Candelario Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
handle 5,000 passengers.
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
AMERICAN WOMAN
MANUEL R. OTERO.
MARRIED IN LONDON.
Register.
London, Feb. 7. In St. Margarets
today the
church,
Westminister,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
marriage took place of Miss Alice
Marquand, daughter of the late Fred- Department of the Interior, United
erick Marquand, and Alan Fullerton,
states Land Office.
eldest son of the late Admiral Sir
Santa Fe, N. M., .Jan. 25, 1907.
James Fullerton. K. C. W. G., of
Notice Is hereby irlven that Tin nlAl
The bride's Jinso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
Hamble. South Huts.
grandfather was the late Henry Mar- notice or his intention to make final
quand, of New York, one of the foun- five-yeproof In support of his
ders of the Metropolitan Museum of claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
Art.
9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
SW
SE14 and SEVt SW14, Sec. 12,
PILES CURED IN
TO 14 DAYS. Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed proof will be made before H. W. S.
to cure any case of Itching, Blind, Otero: United States court enmtnla.
Bleeding or Protuding Piles In 6 to sloner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
14 days or money refunded.
60c.
aiarcn 6, iuf.
He names the following witnesses
to Prove
his continuous reslriene.
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Leandro Jaramlllo, Jesus Garcia,
Donaclano Gutlerres
ami Manuel
Gutlerres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Heeir With Meals
Ti.

CITIZEN.

Dosiro For Food
Is Important

$11,-000,0-

1

EVENING

the Southwest

v

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

K000 0Os000
THE
Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllntkote Rooting

First and Matqtiette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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The Room You SleeD In
should be restful to the eye i
well as to the body to prevent
that tired feeling when you get
up. One of our Brass Beds
and Princess Dressers Is a
thins; of beauty and a joy for
&
ever, and a
I'lntt
spring with an Ostcrmoor
g
comMattress Is a
fort.

raftatlP
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revolved, and Inntead of the musical
comedy, the orneous spectacle, or
play written expressly to
the one-paparade the Idiosyncrasies of a certain
ctor, the modern emotlonnl drama
with every character In It an Important and Interesting one Is today the
popular form of theatrical diversion.
The Immediate success In New York
last season of every meritorious play
thnt treated of present day men andaffairs told Its story to the alert thert

J. D. EMMONS
The Furniture Man
Cor. Coal & 24. V. End Viaduct.
Auto Phone 474. Cclo. Fhotw, Red 177

O

AMUSEMENTS
AT ELKS OPERA HOUSE

WHY TIIK PflU.tO TASTE
IN I'UVS HAS CHANGER
Attain the wheel of public taste hns

llfe-lqn-

PAOB REVfcX.

o
o
o
o

o

REMEMBER that the
my great

who had long
patronage. Local
play-goewill have the opportunity
next Saturday night to see one of
these plays, when Creston Clarke will
present "The Ragged Messenger"' at
the Elks' opera house.
dreds of
withdrawn

play-goe-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A Call to My Sale

O

their Ideals for brides. These two and
other successful modern plays are
nightly attracting to the theater hun-

'OOOOOOOO

rs

their

rs

Clearance Sale comes
when I close my door
SATURDAY NIGHT,
the 16th. v z &

CHARLES II AN FORD IN
Ml'HI S CAESAR" I'I'.R. U.
The production of the play of "Julius Caesar" Is an enterprise not to be
is
no
There
lightly undertaken.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENT
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TRIBUTING MAIL

COMPLETION
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AT

LOOK AT MY WINDOW

COUNTY

MAN
DELL
Fine Clothing and Furnishing
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Regular Train Service Put on
From Des Moines. N. M.
to Cimarron.

Arizona Wants a Law Compelling Trains to Stop Three
Minutes at County Seats.
Henry Koehler. Jr., of St. Louis,
president of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific, authorizes the
following statement concerning pro- gress of construction:
"Grading from Des Moines, N. M.,
on the Colorado and Southern, west- miles,
ward to Ute Park, ninety-si- x
Regular train
has been completed.
service has been established on forty-on- e
miles of the main line, between
Clifton House and Cimarron, and also
on the Katon and Koehler branches.
aggregating eleven miles. Track has
miles
been laid all told on eighty-tw- o
of main line and branches, leaving
only twenty-fou- r
miles to be laid to
complete the 106 miles under con- tract. The remainder of the track
will be laid and the road will be com- pleted, In every respect ready for op- eration by April 1. Rails of
section huve been used on the main
section on in
line and of
branches. A large yard is in course
t construction near Koenier junc- tlon, In connection with the erection
of 240 coke ovens at that point, con
struction of which has begun."
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rather astonishing,

rapid

free delivery of mail matter
performed here by mall train No. 7
last Friday noon, says the Holbrook
Argus. We have heard of passen- ger trains taking water while run- nlng at full speed, but the Idea of a
mall train undertaking to distribute
a sack of United States mall to a
while passing
startled population
gait
through a town at a forty-mil- e
never occurred to us before.
The distribution was perfect as
far as It went and it seemed to go
far enough, too, from the water tank
to the stock yards, but heretofore we
nal gotten Into the habit of calling
nt the postofflce for mail and this
Hudden Innovation of the Santa Fe
mau service was a little puzzling at
frst. To the little knot of citizens
Kathered at the station as the train
whizzed past It had the appearance
an "Uncle Tom's Cabin" snow
gtorm, consisting of a cloud of white
of naDCr. KUt upon closer inves
tigatlon It proved to be, or rather
had been, a sack of mall matter
destined to Fort Apache, which
when kicked out of the mall car of
the rapidly moving train, was by the
suction drawn under the wheels.
The pouch and contents were Instantly torn to shreds and strewn for
more than a hundred yards along
the track.
Most of the matter In this particular pouch seemed to have been
newspapers and periodicals, but several pieces of letters and envelope!
were picked up with portions of the
address stllll distinguishable, which
Indicated that there had also been
letter mall In the bag. A few paruncels, letters and papers were
broken, but all were more or less
p y hrdlu
damaged and soiled
damaged.
The scraps and bits of
mall matter were carefully picked up
and a list of the damaged and soiled
letters and parcels was prepared by
the postmaster, together with a
statement of the cause, signed by
This list
dozens of eye witneses.
and statement has been forwarded to
i
headquarters
at Los
the Santa Fe
' Angeles.
An effort will be made to
acted during the pres- session of the legislature to com-- i
Pel all mall trains to Btop at least
three minutes at county seats
through which they pass.

o

at Elks'

llouso
The Ragged Mcssongrr."

CrvNton Chirk, Who Apponrs

0-r-
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Neighbors Got Tooled.
"I was literally coughing myself to
death, and had become too weak to
leave my bed: and neighbors predicted that I would never leave It alive,
but they got fooled, for thanks be to
God, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery.
It took Just four
one dollar bottles to completely cure
the cough and restore me to good
sound health," writes Mrs. Eva
of Grovertown, Stark county,
This king of cough and
Indiana.
cold cures, and healer of throat and
lungs, Is guaranteed by all druggists.
$50 and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
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MEXICANS TAKK PLACES
OF STRIKING SECTION MEN
Forty Mexicans arrived in Topeka
recently to work on the track on the
different parts of the division, says
the Topeka State Capital. The Mexicans will take the place of others who
quit last week on account of a reduction of wages. The yard men werereceiving $1.75 per day and were reduced to $1.35 and a large number of
them quit. The former rate was be- Ing paid only while the extra new
work was completed. Those who re- sign left the city at once. Some of
the men went east and others went
west and will probably return 10
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COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO
FRAME BILL Ktlt l.EiISUV-T- l
lti: TO MAKE A LAW.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M , Feb. 7. At a
conmeeting of the constitutional
vention committeemen held yesterday afternoon, the following committee was appointed to frame a bill to
be paired by the legislature calling
a consitutlonal convention next August:
T. B. Catron, of Santa Fe; E. R
Stover, of Bernalillo; II O. Hursum,
of Socorro; Boleslo Romero, of Valencia; Oavino P. Sanchez, of Mora-- ;
Jose Conzules. of Dona Ana, and
1). M. White, of Santa Fe.
The nieetinK then adjouriieil, subject to 11u call of the chairman.
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its Location
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 2GH0
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

$5.00

Night In

TO BE DEPORTED EXPENSIVE TRIP
FOR RASEBALIi GIANTS.
Chicago. Feb. 7. Manager
Mexico City. Feb. 7. The Mexican
and his team of base ball
government has decided to deport to giants left yesterday for Los Anevery Yaoul Indian. geles to begin their long training
Tehuantenec
'
peaceful as well as hostile, from the campaign in the western country. It
Btate of sonora.
To this end the is by far the longest and most extroops In that state will be largely pensive training Jaunt ever attemptreinforced and a relentless war will ed by a base ball club. At Los
be waKed against the hostlles. From Angeles, about the time the giants
tlme t0 tme caPtured Yaauls have will pitch their tents, the weather
been sent to Tehuantepec and most will be Ideal for outdoor work. The
men will cost
Mexico.
of them have died.
The removal trip for the thirty-tw- o
from. Sonora of the peaceful Yaquls over $15,000.
R. E. Roudebush, formerly of To- will deprive the industries of that
peka, who recently accepted a position state of their most reliable labor.
Our ROUGH DRY work aon'i have
in the office of W. K. Etter. division
to be washed over. Imperial Launsuperintendent of the Rio Grande diSubscribe for The Evening Citizen. dry Co.
vision at San Marcial. has resigned
his position and has accepted a position In the store department ut
Deming, New Mexico.
The supreme court of the I'nlted
States decided the case of Walker vs. H
Choctaw Coal and Railway company.
Involving the law of the Choctaw Naresidents to H
tion requiring
sell their property to citizens, against
si
1
Walker.

. ,

OUGHS

Frea Trial.

Suxeat and Quickest Cure-- for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

ail
i

$

drama In Shakespeare whose adequate presentation requires a more
competent cast of characters, or more
Mr. Charliberal scenic equipment.
les It. Hanford. who will appear at
the Elks' opera house on Monday,
February 11, In this great tragedy of
Roman statesmanship. Is peculiarly
qualified for this Important task. He
has devoted his entire career aa an
actor to the presentation of the classic
drama and Is recognized as one of the
most close and thorough Shakespearean students In America. In addition
to this scholarly attainment Mr. Hanford has the peculiar gift of personal
magnetism which makes the popular
actor.
His first great success was
made in the character of "Marc Antony" in this play and In this present
tour he presents the g.oat Roman
orator as the stellar character, not
forgetting, however, that both "Bru-tus- "
and "Casslus" are heroes of gigantic quality and must be Interpreted
by actors of sincere artistry and high
exceptional ability. It was In "Julius
Caesar" that Mr. Hanford first come
forward as star, his appearance being preceded by a series of ovations
from the audiences who witnessed his
performance of "Marc Antony" as a
supporting member of the Booth-Barre- tt
The role of
combination.
"Portia" will be assumed by Miss
Marie Drofnah.

Huiy

Dr.King:
Nov; Discovery
Nil
forC Mi 60c Ml. 00
WITH

Subscribe for Hie Evening Citizen.

h

AT THE

WHITE

GOLD

SHELL

GLASSES

$1.00
Any style frame, fitted with
the best grade White Brazilian Lens. Will be in Albuquerque soon. It will pay
any one needing glasses to
watch The Citizen for date
of arrival and location. Diplomas and endorsements
on file.

FREE

EXAMINATION

&

fwm

Elks' Opera House
ONE
NIGHT
ONLY

SATURDAY

9

FEBRUARY

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
LOANS.

Automatlo Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlnc

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

Em

WALKER,
rimm

Secretary Mutnal Building Association. Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

W. E. MAUGEW

WOOL

In tne Modern
Comedy Drama

TOTI A ORAOI

"THE RAGGED

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

MESSENGER"

THIRD STREET

Nothing Finer Will be Here
All Season.
Price

For information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.
S. K. HOOPER,
General 1'awnengvr &, Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

I

mm us

with Raube and Mauger
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RIO GRANDE

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

P11

m m

1

Creston Clark

LINE"

RAILROAD

Dr.

U Piles. Il sbsorlisthe tumors.
nllays the itchtugatonce, sets
s Dnultlre. t'vn lnnisnt re
lief. Dr. VVtlltum'lnllnnPileOlnt.
ment lunrensred for PI lend Itch
every tox IS
ing nr nn prtrstn pnrt.
wurrntel. Hy dniKRist, by mall on re
Hit of nrlrn. 0 cents Slid SI. (HI. WILLIAMS
MNIIFCTURIN6 m.. Prop. Cleveland. Ohio.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft SON

II

A.

...The

DENVER

Wllllnm' Indian
cure Hllnd,
ES OlntmentwtU
ana Itching
Uleedlne

mation that is trustworthy and val
mAMBItOOK BHOB. rVw.
uable, let us know of your trouble.
We are specialists for hot water, hot LIVKRY AND BOARDING 8TAIUJ5
SADDLE HORSES SPKOIALTY
air and steam heating.
The "Sadie" for Mountain Parties
and at special rates on week days
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go Auto.
Phone 004. No. 113 John Si.

The New York Eye
Specialist

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
the

lnll
IUJI I

COMING IV OCT OF THE COLD
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated
house, but It Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours la lacking In any way, or If you are unde
cided what Is the best system to In
stall In a new house and need Infor

DR. KIME

"SHORT

o
o
o

! It ILL the COUCH
and CURE thi LUNC8

lesson," writes John Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. "I then began taking Dr.
King's New Life Pills, and the longer
I take them the better I find them."
They please everybody. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
25c.

itcthlng,
Doan's
cures
Ointment
bleeding or protruding piles after
years of suffering.
At nny drug
store.

atrical manager, and this season
there Is almost an overabundance of
modern plays, but the generous pat
public
ronage that the theater-goin- g
is bestowing upon them would seem
Is
play
to Indlcute that the modern
what Is wanted. It was not so much
public had
that the theater-ggln- g
tired of the other kinds of plays as
It was that modern dramas like "The
Lion and the Mcuse and "The Ragged Messenger" present a variety of
types and a timeliness of topics that
are Just now of general and paraIn "The Lion and
mount interest.
the Mouse," the acumen of the foremost financier of the day is pitted
against the wit of a lone, young woplans of
man, and all the deep-lai- d
the modern Croesus for the attainment of his heart's desire are frustrated by the strength of character
and the loftiness of purpose of the
undaunted American girl. In "The
Ragged Messenger" the damnable
machinations of a rich profligate, to
possess the woman of his lecherous
desires come to naught through the
awakening of the Innate spirit of
goodness within the woman by her
dully association with one of nature's
poble men. This latter play also gives
an Insight into the life of the settlement workers in the slums of New
York City, among whom two young
recently
found

ANOTHER NEW ROAD
FOR Kli PASO
The El Pasoans, who are surveying
the proposed short line from El Paso
to Carlsbad and also studying the resources of the country from the
standpoint of traffic to be derived, are
Journey,
now on their homeward
overland, says the El Paso News. After visiting Carlsbad the committee
went to Roswell and the return trip
Is being made over a new route.
The El Pasoans and Carlsbad people subscribed 15.000 for the purpose
of investigating the line the country
Is to run through before the beginning of active work. The Investigation, according to Interviews which
members of the committee have given
out at different places visited, has
thus far proved very satisfactory.
The El Pasoans are desirlous of
bringing Carlsbad and the entire Pecos valley as a tributary to the Pass
City and the short line would accomplish this purpose. The line will be
several miles longer than the committee had been informed, but Just
what route will be selected 'cannot be
determined until after the homewa d
rrha mml,t,. win nroh- -

A Valuable Irssnn.
"Six years ago I learned a valuable

Itching piles provoke profanity,
but profanity won't cure them.

'

O
O

OOOOOOOO

(iH In tlio Stomach.
Relchlng and that sense of fullness
so often experienced after enting Is
cnused by the formation of gas. The
stomach falls to perform Its functions
and the food ferments.
Chamber
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets will
correct the disorder. They aid diges
tion and strengthen and Invigorate
the stomach and bowels. For sale
by all druggists.

and
was

o
o

75, $1.00

and

$1.50

liox Scats, $2.00.
Seats en sale at Matson's Thursday,
so that our business men may be able
to see this excellent attraction.
Curtain will not rise until 0 p. m.
FEE'S

of Fresh and Salt Meat
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KL1ENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All Kinds

U. A. G LEYGTE R
INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.

Cromwell Block, AlbuRoom 6,
querque, Automatic Telephone 174

PEERLE3S HOME-MADGive us your ROUGH DRY work.
AT WALTON'S DRUG Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
E

CANDIES,

STORE.

Meat Market

0
0

COME

TO BELEN, H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

K000C005
A Railway Center

v0

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF HIE SANTA ' FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOT3 OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S.

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

If you haven't the time to ixrr-cis- e
regularly, I Man's P.eguU ts will
prevent constipation. They induce a
mild, easy, healthful action of the
Ask your
bowels, without Brii.inif.
druggist tor them.

0
0
0

Shonts thinks the canal ought to
be dug in eight years. Notice that
he said "ought."
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Messengers of Spring
Our New Styles in Low
Shoes for Women:

i

Meyer Fcldman Is In town from
Denver.
O. A. Arpln, of Ias Vegas, come
in Inst night.
of Alameda, Is
A. W. Karstetter,
here on n vlflt.
Pay at
Your poll tux I due.
Ruppe's drug store.
Couples nlttht at Roller Rink
Extra music.
yir. IV A. MacphiTnon Im confined
to her room with tnnslllll.
W. 11. Hledsnr, of Helen, was In the
city on business yesterday.
H. N. Elliott, of Presrolt. Aria.. Is
In Albuquerque on business.
R. K. Vasse, a well known business man of Las Vegas, Is here.
William Iesmond. of Minneapolis,
Minn., is a transient visitor here.
Attorney Thomas N. Wllkerson is
In Helen today on a professional mission.

Strap Sandals, Kid or Patent Kid.
$1.33 to $.1.00
Vict Kid Oxfords, light or exten- filon soles
1.50 to 3.00
Patent Kid Oxfords, light or extension soles
2.50 to 3.50
White Canvas Oxfords, leather or
1.50 to 2.00
wood heels
Gray Canvas Oxfords, leather or
2.00
wood heels

1
BRIGHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
2nd.

118-120'- S.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 25c and 35c per lb,
1 lb. tins. 45c.

12-lb-

.

tins, 85c.
.tins, Jl 00.

Capitol Coffee
bucket,

b.

Golden Gate coffee- - lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like it in the city. Try

premium,

with

1-

$1.00.

2-

unique

Something

Bulk: coffee, 20c to 40c.

GEO. W. HICKOX

can.

T. Y. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

a

MEXICO'S

LEADING

well-know-

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE

Alien FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND ST.

HARDWARE

lr. Ci. W. Harrison went up to the
capital this morning to visit the legislature.
George Hawksvvorth, of Iyus Vegas,
came In from the Meadow City last
night.
has
Mrs. Thomas Hubbell, who
been sick for the past week, Is rap-Idl- y
recovering.
Ira O. Mlllere. of Hock Island, 111.,
Is among the visitors in Albuquerque
from a distance.
The Catholic Ladles' Aid society
will give a card party on Friday
night, in St. Mary's hall.
II. S. Van Slyck, live stock agent
for the Santa Fe at El Paso, Is registered at the Alvarado.
superintendent
of
S. K. Busser,
reading rooms for the Santa Fe, is
registered at the Alvarado.
FreM Marshal, agent for the Santa
Fc at Lamy, Is spending the day In
the territorial metropolis.
The Golden Rule Dry Goods company Is having the Lampton style of
parcel carriers installed in its store.
John J. Fox, representing the Arm
strong-Turne- r
Millinery company of
Denver, Is in the city calling on local
trade.
son
Ralph Marrun, the
of Attorney O. N. Marron, is recup
erating from the effects of an oper
ation.
Juan Montoya, father of Deputy
Sheriff Montoya, who has been ill of
pneumonia, is reported out of dan
ger.
n
George P. Lcarnard,
the
music dealer, is in Santa Fe
on business, connected with his estab
llshment.
Mrs. Mary Wilson King, of Dead- wood, S. D., is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Martha Mulligan, Fifth street
and Coal avenue.
Juan Borado, who was taken to St,
Joseph's hospital some time ago with
an Injured leg, left the hospital yes
terday, the leg having been ampu
tated.
C. Ij. Smith, division superintend
ent for the International Correspond
ence schools, returned to El Paso
last night, after a short visit in the
city.
Dr. E. C. Rleger and mother, of
Kansas City, are In the city, visiting
Mrs. Rleger and sister, Mrs. M. D,
Wood, who have been wintering In
Albuquerque.
Regular communication of Temple
lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M.. at 7:30
tonight.
All visiting brothers are
welcome. By order of the W. M. J,
C. Ferger, secretary.
Mrs. Thorman, mother of Mrs. W,
P. Johnson, of West Railroad ave
nue, is expected this evening from
Terre Haute, Ind., to make an ex
tended visit to her daughter.
n
Charles Ilelsch, one of the
residents of Albuquerque In
former days, and who is now located
in the Magollon mountains, is vis,
itlng his old friends here.
W. Li. Trimble & Co. will run an
excursion wagon to Isleta Sunday
for the fiesta. The wagon will leave
the barn at 8 o'clock and return to
the city early In the evening.
Stanley Weld, of Nacozarl, Mexico
a prominent mining engineer and es
sayist, is at present in this city. He
was formerly a resident of Denver,
Mr. Weld is here on a visit to his
wife.
The body of James H. Hawkins,
who died of tuberculosis at St. Jo
seph's hospital yesterday,
will
be
shipped to his home at Chattanooga,
Tenn., where a sorrowing widow survives him.
Anona council No. 1, D. of P., will
hold a regular meeting tonight in
Red Men's hull, at 8 o'clock, sharp.
Lunch will be served after the meeting. All Red Men and visiting sisters and brothers are cordially invited to attend.
The American Lumber
company
band dance given at Colombo hall
last night was a decided success,
both socially and financially. A large
number were present and the band

GO.
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Chafing Dish
hns produced a dainty morsel to resale
your ftiest. I auic to sen tit at your
dialing '.ir.U
suptitd with th

pales!!
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'lTorr"
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elect fou'.l pun found only in Man
tun;, Lowuista & Co. dialing J'iaUca.
FOR BALC BY

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO,

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
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THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE.

Dlimondi, WUcbet, Jewlry, Ct Qlui, Clocks, Bllferwar.
3ur trad and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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DOCTOR Mot'OUMICK.
I.IQl'OU llAltlT ClIiKII.
522 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
4-- 4- -

4-

.
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20

Discount

THIS GREAT
BstMHaTl

20

1

Discount
SALE

AL

liml
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' tiUS jSMUii

Closes Saturday Night February
9th at 10 O'Clock

Twenty Per Cent Discount

on all Fancy Worsted and Cassimere Suits

E. L. WASHBURN

COMPANY I

CITIZEH.

hoys took In a neat sum of money,
and at the same time a large gathering of Albuquerque people learned
what good dance music Is.
N. E. Stevens has returned from
his trip to the eastern pert of the
territory, whither he went In the interest of the I. O. O. F. Mr. Stevens
is secretary of the grand lodge, and
while away visited many of the
local lodges.
The basket ball game between the
T. M. C. A. team of Las Vegas and
the University of Albuquerque will
not be played next Saturday, on acpercount of the Creston Clarke
formance on that night, but a game
will be played later.
All the vehicles In
Albuquerque
have been engaged for the Indian
dance at Isleta Sunday and Indications point that the liverymen will
do a land ofllce business on that day.
Not a rig of any description may be
had at any of the local stables.
L. O. Ro.senfeld, the Railroad ave
nue clothier, returned last night from
a business trip to his old home at St.
Joe, Mo. He says that the temperature stood 10 degrees below zero at
St. Joe and that he Is very glad to
get home.
A suit h:is been filed In the district
lint of Bernalillo county by Anna
Zlrhul against Geo. K. Neher Indivi- lunlly, and as guardian of the Neher
heirs anil William J. Zlrhut. Summers Iturkhart appears as attorney
for the plaintiff.
Two Albuquerque school ma'ams
were out visiting a few nights ago.
When It came time for them to go
home one got very brave and said
that she would accompany the other
home, If she was afraid. When the
home of the latter was reached the
brave one lost her nerve, and the
other had to accompany her home.
How each finally reached home Is
not known.
The Woman's Christian Temper- anoo union will give a sociable in the
parlors of the First Presbyterian
church on Monday afternoon, Feb.
11, at which a children's oratorical
contest will be the. leading feature.
Six contestants are to appear and to
the winner will be awarded a silver
medal. A valentine sale and refresh
ments will also be included In the
program.
M. W. Flournoy's new touring car
arrived last night and was given a
thorough tryout.
It is quite the
handsomest thing of the kind ever
seen in the Duke City. The car is a
alxty-hors- e
power Thomas.
It Is
built to comfortably seat eight people, Including the driver, although It
will carry double that number.
The
equipment is the best and no detail
is lacking. The car and its expen
sive equipment cost in the neighbor
hood of $5,000.
A very small house greeted "A
Messenger Boy" nt the Elks' opera
house last night, but the audience
was as large as the show deserved.
One stout gentleman by the name of
Geo. D. Sweet was the whole thing,
playing four parts which demanded
real versatility, both In Bize and abll
lty. The stout Mr. Sweet was both a
wharf rat with' a Bhlne box and a
orGerman nobleman. A first-clachestra was the only commendable
feature of the performance.
F. H. Kent, A. Bratlna and John
Molltor have brought suit in the Ber
nalillo county district court for a
valuation assessment on a piece of
property at the end of Williams street
recently condemned by the board of
county commissioners to extend the
street. The board assessed the valu
ation of the property but the plain
tiffs allege the assessment unfair to
them and appeal from the board's
decision. Attorneys Wm. B. Chllders
and R. W. D. Bryan represent the
plaintiffs.
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Believe Us
MO W

On Thursday, Friday
and Saturday

TODAY

A FINAL CLEARANCE

We can save you money
In the purchase of a Piano
We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own pricesalmost
SEE US betore you buy

Do It Today
Learnard
Established

1900

EVENTS

February 9 Oreston Clarke.
February 11 Julius
bj
Caesar
Charles Hartford.
February 25 to March 2, "The Hoi
llngsworth Twins."
March 14 The County Chairman
This is the banner performance of
the season.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the B. of
L. E., will give their eleventh an
nual ball at Colombo hall, February
22. Music furnished by Ellis' arches- tra. Tickets, 11.00.
Our women's house shoes combine
daintiness with comfort and wear,
We have some styles without heels,
some with low heels and some with
higher heels, narrow, medium and
wide toes. Plain slippers, Julletes
and sandals, with one, two, three or
four straps.
Prices grange from
11.10 to 12.00. C. May s Shoe Store
314 West Railroad avenue.

Lindemann,
206 W. Gold Avenue

Genuine American block, per
ton
$.S0
Cerrlllos Lump
$0.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean Gas Coke
$0.00
WOOD.

.... $2.25

Green Mill Wood, per load

W. H. HAHN & CO.

Ik) th Phones.
The firm of Lommorl & Matteuccl
corner Seventh and TIJeras, will hereafter be known as

.'.THE

Suits and Overcoats
Including the Celebrated Harf, Schaffner &
Marx Make, WithValues up to $28.00
For three days only any Suit or Overcoat in this store
(except staple black suits) will be placed on sale at a
lower price than guaranteed clothing has ever been
sold in this town.

'

Your
Choice for
3 Days

Our new telephone

number

la 61.

or
Overcoat

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

13j&AIM)E&
115-11- 7

$12.52

Per Suit

SIMON STERN

-.
.-

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.

Sl

ESIAlUI

NORTH FIRST STREET

I

Between Railroad and Ceppw A ve

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks

ss

COMING

&

OF OUR
ENTIRE STOCK OF

COAL

'

TIN SHOR
In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

A
aft

0

o
o
ft

o

Wholesale and Retail:

&

HARDWARE

o

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Ntah Orders Solicited
1 1

1 1
mouth
a.'
401, art it.
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Albuquerque, Nen Mexico

Robert Burns, tonight lecture-r- e
cital, by Prof. Crum, at Presbyter
Stereoptlcon
views.
lun church.
Admission 25c.

6-

- room

l'OH RENT.
brick, N. 14th street .. $30.00

frame, W. R. R. ave.. 11.00
frame N. 8th street... 10.00
- room
furnished,
modern,
good location
40.00
JOI1X M. MODilK REALTY CO.,
gl VY, Oold Avenue.
7-

Robert Hums, tonight lecture-r- e
cital, by Prof. Crum, at Presbyter-Ia- n
views.
Stereoptlcon
church.
Admission 25c.
o
Subscribe for The Citizen ami got
the iicuH,

HONEY

10 lbs.

SEMI-ANNU-

EVENHTQ

W. V.

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
Allen, IUx 202, Albuquerque.
Nice

tl.00.

'List your property with

Live Men
Crawford

&.

Jones

tlO South Second St.
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT, SOLD
EXCHANGED

A$tolMtloa Offlet
TrMatMotlens

Home Insurance the Best
a

js

LAK.iur retrain irom again saying something about Home In-Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
9f

Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelation of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies iar exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who take out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to keep hi insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arixona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.

Guarnt0o

ROSEflFIEID'S,

118 W.

R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCINGISCKOOL
Ladies Fret
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